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tt 'A WORLD EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION !Q PROJ:.:lOTE 
INTERNATIOl~AL Q.Q2]. WILL.~ 
I. THE NEED 0 INTEID1ATIONAL EDUCATION. 
A. tional Education is needed to make the New Democracies safe 
for the world. One of he most evident characteristics of the era follo'l<ring the 
world war is the ension of political and industrial democracy. Eleven new 
republics have arisen whe e kings stood before. In the three restricted monarchies 
which r~ain, the liberties of the people are being safeguarded and representative 
government extended. The new era has also been characterized by a demand for democ-
racy in industrial and ag~icultural pursuits. The impetus given to communism, gild 
socialism, and agrari1:111 ctopere.tion will need to be stabilized and guided until forms 
of control and oooperatio are \"Forked out ~vhich are consonant with justice and liberty. 
This extension of republicanism means that more and more responsibility for control in 
politics and industry is lo be placed in the hands of the masses of the people. The 
need of a universally higb level of education for the vmrld 1 s citizens, is therefore 
clearly evident. 
To mruce the wo~rd safe for democracy may be the business of organized govern-
ments, but to mrure democ1acy safe for the world is the task of education. In the · 
hands of an uneducated citizenry democracy is a dangerous instrument. Regardless of 
what may be said as to t le educative influence of libers~ political institutions, 
"universal teaching must recede universal enfranchisement •" Vfuere power is given 
to the people in advance of education, the art of organized delusion threatens to keep 
pace with the agencies w ich aim at diffusing enlightenment. The powerful use of 
educational forces by th old autocracies to intensify subserviency to the State , should 
cause the new republics eager to sieze this method for perpetuating the ideals 
of' democracy. 
The ng_tions of' the world have long made use of education as an instrument 
for producing efficient '"rd patriotic wor kers. How that national horizons are ex-
panding, and national pa riotism is an outvrorn shibboleth, education must be used as a 
tool in world organi ze.ti Before the peoples of the world can act as a unit, they 
must think as a unit, before they can think as a unit they must be trained in inter-
national mindedness. 
B. Inter a~ional Education is needed to overcome Racial and National 
Prejudice. The most di isive factors in the world today which prevent unified think-
ing and feeling, are the lbi tter and :intense :racial and national prejudices which have 
been fostered through lo1g ages of' c::mf'lict and developt1ent. These prejudices are 
comparable to tribal tab los, the evil eye, and other outgrown customs and traditions 
as forms of social contrdl. They ~re the reverberations of' savagery. It is 
. I 
characterist.ic of the mo ern civilized international mind to magnify. racial likenesses 
· and minimize the differe also to recognize the distinctive contributions to 
civilization and progres of each and every race and nation. national patrioti sms 
and social antagonisms, ~owever, are so ingrained in human nature, that to remake this 
nature, and transform pr,judicial at·hitudes into controlling feelings of universal 
brotherhood, will require the united and concerted effort of all nations in a common 
:program of international education .. 
o. Inter Edu,~ation is needed to neutralize class antagonisms 
fostered by s ecial inte ests. In our survey of the forces which divide the world 
we are met at once by th,opectacle o£ internationaJ. class war. It used to be a 
phenomena of the 11 0ld RegJime" that the violence of revolutions was in direct proportion 
to the seVerity o£ repre+ion, In our modern day it seems that oentraJ.ized economic 
and industrial control is met with the increasing strength of labor unions and of inter-
national socialistic move ents. Th,e charges and counter charges of liberals and con-
servatives, capita~ists d socialis·t-.s, are becoming more divisive forces than the old 
nationalistic lines. 1~ or is charged .with lack of' patriotism. Oapi tal is charged 
with fostering militari~. Oa:pital:Lsm, it is said, has been controlled by a group of 
international pirates; t e late war was merely the rivalry of a Germanic combine of 
robbers, with a Franco-English combine of robber s, who compelled the people of the 
\V"orld to slaughter each o~her, to help capitalists gain the markets of the world for 
their plunder. vVhether-~his is true or not, it is evident that economic and industrial 
problems are internation~ in scope. Education must aid in their solution. If in-
dustrial det1ocracy is to .e extended it must be based on a more universal knowledge of 
social and economic prob If these questions are not to occasion constant war , 
then all the :people must I e trained, not to base their conclusions on prejudicial 
attitudes, class feeling , or traditions, but on clearly defined moral and rational 
grounds. Rational thi ing must prevail over class prejudice. In its attempted 
3 . 
solution of these problems, the Int ernational La bor Office must have behind it the 
f o rce of enliu·h tened :r;mbli ic opinion. A system of international education would make 
th i s O:!:) ini on rational , fai~ , open-minded, unbiased, impartial , r eady to judge on the 
basis of f a ct s in the sent~ment of brothArhood, rathen than on the basis of :propag--c~.nda 
in th• spirit of class hatred • If the S(!e of expl 0 ita t ion is to be socce eded by the 
age of servict", v:e must ha
1
ve an internat ional edacationaJ system to rero.ake the minds 
I 
and motives of the worJ d' sf peoples. 
D. Inte>·nationJJ ::-::ducation is needed to check lawless nropaganda. Fatriot-
ism must be made i n tellinJent. Wars and economic conflict s are p ossible largely be-
cause of the low level oflnteJ ligence o f the mass es of the people . Because of this 
th e peoples of nations ar~ moved lareely by social su~gestio~ rather than by rational 
process es. ':'he rr.ost powe1f ul weapon of conflicting i nterests has therefore been 
propaganda wielded in beh~lf of a certain class or nation . A relatively unimportant 
incident became the irmnedilate occassion of the Franco-Frussian w-c:~.r, because of 
B i smnrk ( s ski Jl f>tl handli + of public opinion. C'h e late war era ve e vidence of this "se 
I 
of propaganda by the oppoyng powers; not a state but had its Col!lmittee of Fublic In-
formation. Even highly equcnted people will f i nd it difficult to r~s s judgement unless 
they h.'l.ve free and unbiasjd access to the facts. The progress o f education, howeJTer, 
does carry a snfet~~~d a g inst the unwise uso of propaganda ; the public soon asstunes 
a sophisticated attitude ,oward it. "he~ begin to ~onder whether or not the interests 
in our own country who art oppos ing the extension of the school age and the equaliza-
ti on of educational opporiuni ties o.re no t those who arP. o.J so cryinf!' out most loudly 
about the danger of Bolshtvist and anarchistic propaganda. Contin>ted publ icity on a 
giv~n subj~ct arouses sllppicion, as for exo.nple, whether or not the prohibition agitn-
[ 
tion, · the Ku Kl~ KJan, uyd the Reds of America, G:.re not lar~ely imaf.':inative concoc-
tions of controlled Press Bureaus is sued to swny the opin ion of a credulous public. 
ile can neve:r stop the nse 
1 
of propaganda., ~;eilti.cher can either side in a controversy 
compalin when it is u sed tgai nst them by the other . Publi c ac tion, however, especially 
i n relation t o int~rnatioral affai rs, must be ba sed on sam~thinp, other tha n instinctive 
response to social sllP.'{"'es~ ion. ~rue , nat i onal unity 'f!lfiy be sec11red as i n the past, by 
4 . 
I 
playine on the b lind f!.'!ars: of the peopl e, ~·!hat we need is an international unity , 
based not on f ear, b11t on ati onal volition und moral· love . '"'his uni t:y will be that 
of a Ch ri st ian brotherhood , symbolized by tne sacred writers as a universal Ci ty of God . 
':'he evil i nfluences of pro a ganda in int,r nat i onal 
I 
hif?h level of education whtch will Make r.atriotism 
E. Intermtiona T::dncation is needed to 
affairs, can only be checked by a 
i n t~ll igent . 
meet tradit i onal attitudes with 
enli~htenment. Besides ra~ial, national, and vocational or class prejudices , the re 
are other deci sive forces T'hich r.m.y be smnmed up as traditional a. t ti diudes of mi nd in 
regard to many o ther socia~ arrangements. Age long cu st o~s , modes of family life , 
rel i gious differences, .ar f ous prqctives of community li fe , cherished tra diti ons i n 
rega rd t o 3Chool proceduret many hnb i t s of thinking and acting which are based on 
tradition rather t~~n reason, all these need the searchli ght of i nteJlect tml exami nation 
a»d progress , played upon rhem. Schools have been traditionally c onserva ti ve. I t has 
been said that if T::l izabet1ila n "Jngland had. been tarned over to her university profe ssors 
t o ~;ov,rn she woul d s oon hlve become as con::;ervative a s scholar ridden Chi na . However 
thie may be , modern schoolf.sters have on of two choices to make. ~ither they can lot 
their school curriC11lm:1s r~fl ec t the popul a r i nterests of th~ day, a nd their own educa-
t ional opi n ions reflect a t ompromised view of family , national , i ndustrial or sec tar ian 
demands; or , they can make I their schools conscious d ire ctive a~encies tow·d.rd a r;oal 
which allows comr.romise wi1h nothi ncc because it is based on a sound philosophy of t he 
state, of Pro~ress, a nd of Educat ion . On the basi s of such a philosophy extended i nt o 
Jil.any J i nP.s of thought and tcti vi ty i t wiJ 1 be a bl e to select t <wse values whi ch shoul d 
be uni ver salized and perpetuated. ':'hus the hest products a nd achievemen ts of all lands 
can be placed at the serviJe of each. Intern['.tional educa t ion wilJ first i ntellectualize 
I 
or rat i onalize the con~on dttitudes of mi nd so that prej ttdi ce and tra d i t i on will be re-
I 
placed by a desire for enltghtenment a nd pr ogress. 
tude of mind, such an education can make universal tho summum bonum, or the highest 
J 
vabes t o which i t is possrl e f or nnnkind to a spire. 
Then having created the right atti-
I 
5. 
II • FOUNDATIOU 01" VJORLD EDUCATIONAL ORGAIHZATIONla-r---
--
A. Possibilit of Permanent International Organization. Objections to 
the proposed ·world Educa ional Association will come from those whose fears are 
stronger than their hope • This class of folks comes generally from those who , 
either through experienc or training have come to have a deterministic, agnostic , 
or materialistic view of the world. These pessimistic fears or attitudes of quiet-
istic resignation expres themselves in many fields of thought and endeavor. In 
economics we have those tho fear the wor1d 's resources will fail to supply the world's 
peoples - hence constant war . In biology, \'Te have the horrible prospect of a war 
for the survival of t he r it among the races. In psychology we are hearing constantly 
the loud clamour of the rophets of intellectual mediocrity, the true herctlds and 
apostles of 1tmobocracy11 • In philosophy we have on the one hand a scientific material-
ism beholding nothing bu ruin and chaos as the result of all the strivings of our 
little day, and on the pr(\glilatic pluralism which makes the war for ideals a 
biological necessit y . 
Perhaps it is 'l"ritten in the book of fate that Ameri can Kultur;(is to be 
supreme in the world , conquest by armies and navies is simply nature 1 s way of 
securing the survival of the fittest, the promotion of the life of 'hhe ideal in the 
world. This was the ument of Germany's philosophers, and it is essentially the 
outcome of the theories f many American philosophers today. Take the deterministic 
psychology of the behavi urists, and couple it with Prqgmatism 1s relativistic inter-
pretation of truth and ireals , and you have progress depending on a biologically con-
ditioned ideal. That level of civilization will prevail which has the strongest 
biological background. The only logical outcome of this combination is war to the 
end. It leads to a soc·ology which teaches that you must breed up a race by eugenics 
and euthenics in order to overcome your enemies. 
This naturalisl ic and p~qgmatio point of view has made its overtures to 
education through the f~~iendly mediation of behaviouri stic psychology and positivistic 
sociology. Briefly an~ dogmatically it suffices to say that a point of view which 
builds upon the presupp sitions of mechanistic evolution, econo:wic determinism, be-
haviouristic psychology sur®1ed up in a naturalistic and pr~matic philosophy must 
aver be inconsistent wi h a hope for progress, and offers no basis £or a permanent 
international orgai1izat ·on. The house o£ peace can never be built upon such foundations. 
6. 
If the fears which beset f is comrades in the field of the \'torld 1 s thought are not to 
beset him al so, Mr. Educa,ion should, in the future, avoid such bad company. 
As an Ev~~geli s~tfor this new Pilgrim in international affairs, Personalistic 
Idealism points out the w y of hope, the path to peace. In absolute values resident 
in a supreme Personality d in the ethical nature of persons we have the key not only 
to progress but to the or anization of society and the state. We cannot base our 
state upon any theory of aturalistic evolution by which society makes its own ideals, 
and arranges its affairs on the basis of interests. Increasing socialization may 
reveal the higher ideals and human possibilities and aid individuals in attaining 
them~ but socialization 
own ideals of human valu • 
not create the ideal, persons build society to fit their 
Such an object ·ve Personal ideal is all that makes human life bearable ., for 
if all the ' toil and·, suff ring of individuals and generations of men were no more than 
a series of experiments or the benefit of the future, and human struggle for per-
fection had no intrinsic value in the present, the future itself would be worthless, 
and the vthol'e system but a waste of energy, a useless plaything of blind forces. To 
conserve the values of itdividual self-conquest and social progress there is needed a 
goal outside and above wlat the struggles in this world may evolve. The soul may 
relinquish its relati ons in theEpace world but it has an eternity in which to realize 
personal values in its r lations within the absolute spirit. 
All the activi ies of industrial, political, and social life can have no 
meaning as an end in th,selves, or as a means for the material welfare of future 
generations. Their pur ose is to develop persons, and that being the case,present 
values are as important s future, and present institutions must be judged in the 
light of the destiny of ouls. 
"Modern struct res need scrutiny and appraisement in the light of ideHls · 
and values which are aut And this entire modern ideal· and attitude of 
activity, co~trol, and d just as every pulse of conscious activity and will, 
presupposes an outlying ignificant structure which may be possessed and apprehended. 
At t!1e heart of our mode •n ideals, awaiting clarification and articulation, is some-
thing in addition to ere tive intelligence, something akin to participation in what 
Plato envisaged as the 
historical community." 
ea of Good, and what Christianity apprehended as the universal 
(Adams , Idealism in the modern Age, P• 250.) 
7. 
There can be no ideal Christian citizenship , without an ideal Christian City. 
This universal world is m de available for the Christirur self through the personality 
of Christ . 
B. The Precedent of Other International Associations . That adminis-
tration,as well as philos phy , may not have to suffer from t he false ~ear t hat the 
human mind is incapable o· dealing with such a tremendous task as the organization of 
a world or der , i t in pl ace to point out some progress whi ch has been made in 
that direction. A Worl Educational Association may find hop e and guidance in the 
example of many international organizations in other fields. There are many such 
organizations dealing with economic, trade, or social agreemenJc.s \7hi oh have indirect 
bearing on the grovrth of ~~ntellectual understanding and spiritual harmony . Fully 
twenty-five per cent of !bch organizations have to do with endeavors relating directly 
to the educe.tional probl ~ . The Congzlesses or Conferences of these present time , 
International bodies bet'l' een 1890 and 1899 numbered 510; f rom 1900 to 1909, 21070 • 
Prof . p . s. Reinsch , in ~~is work on "Publi c I nt ernational Unions" gives a brief survey 
of the scope of these or enizations. There are I nternational Unions for 
(1) Telegraphs. ( 2) tir eless. ( 3) Postage. (4) Raibray Freight. 
Q; ) Automobiles . ( 6 ) r avigati on • ( 7 ) Metric System. ( 8 ) Indu s+.rial and 
Literary Property . (9) Publication of Customs Tariffs. (10) Protection of 
Laborers. (11) SUgar j (12) Agriculture. ( 13) Insurance. (14) Prisons. 
(15) Sanitation . (16) Jan-American Sanitation. (17) Opium. (18 ) Geneva 
Convent,ion . (19) Fis_ eries Police. (20) Protection of Submarine Cables. 
(21) African Slave Tr ade and Liquor Traffic. (22) White-Slave Traffic. ( 23) 
South American Poli ce. 
mission . (26) 
(28) Pan-American 
In the presenc 
erat'iont why should ther 
Association? 
(24) Geodetic Association . (25) Electro~hsohnical Com-
Union. (27 ) Union for Exploration of the sea. 
Union. 
this evident progress and success of international coop-
any hesitation about l aunching a World Educati onal 
c. =--..::;..F"""""l'-e"--o_f'_ Kindred Profe_sEional Associations . Professional 
organizations in various 
a professional conscious 
only to stimulate individual enthusiasm by 
place at t he disposal of each the resources of 
all , but also such orga.n"zations are able to raise the standards and status of the 
s. 
profession and to distrib1te its services more adequately to the public . In the 
field of Education , tional Educational Association, through its Departmental 
groupings and State cal affiliations, has raised the standards of the profession , 
bettered conditions of te ching , promoted research, and made universal national edu-
cation under a b~ De artment of Education a possibility. The Ameri can Medical 
Association has performed similar service for the Medical profession) as has the American 
Society of Technical Engi' eers for thJprofession. A similar orga.'1ization is the 
World sunday School Assoc ·ation , uniting the Sunday-school Teachers of all lands under 
a co~~on program and insp·ration. !~early all of these national professional assoc-
iations have internation affiliations. International professional cooperation has 
·long been carried on in Jany fields. There are for example about fifty international 
associations dealing witl various branches of medical science. Chemistry, Law, 
Bibliography, Secondary and :tioral Education are all represented by some 
form of international oo eration. It is noteworthy that scientific a..'1d industrial 
organizations are more nJaerous than associations for historical and sociological 
cooperation. Most of t fes e bodies are affiliated with perhaps three major orgru1izations, 
The ~nternation~l Researlh.Council, the Union Aoa.demique international, and the 
Inst1tut de Dro1t ~ntern,t1ona~. 
D. The c do _eration o~_Voluntary ~r.~a.nizati ons for the ~remotion of Peace. 
Many improvements in our publi c schools have been brought about through ·the urgency of 
voluntary associations. Vocal music, :manual arts, health supervision have come from 
interests of of citizens. The same method through Civic Improvement 
Associations and Public iscussion Leagues, has succeeded in i ntroducing needed reforms 
into laws. ~n the field of internatiqnal education 
the voluntary organizat i n must assune , a large place; world-citizenship clubs, school 
peace leagues, cosmopoli an clubs , and the local missionary b~nds in churches , are 
agencies through which t-e public may be given the international mind. 
of these orgfu>izations e not only local but national, and world-1•ride. 
A great many 
Illustrations 
are the school Peace Lea ues in the United States ru>d Great Britain; the American School 
Citizenship League; the osmopolitan student 's Clubs in America; the International 
Federatj.on of students o . the continent; the Foreign Policy Association; Vlorld Peace 
Foundation; League of Ua ions Uon-Partisan League; the InternatL.mal Federation of 
University 17onen; the ll.u trian Society for World Culture : the International Institute 
of Education (American ); the World Association for Adult Education (Engli sh); 
the Women's League for P ace and Freedom (Swedish); the Germa.."'l Pacifist students' 
Union; the World Student Christian Federation; the Missionary Education Movement; 
many Church Peace Unions and numerous voluntary organizations for promoting Inter-
national Concilliation. 
The efforts of these societies has prepared the way and will continue to 
furnish valuable materi s for the building of a World Educational Association. 
al and Regional Teache~' A~w~cjations~ The most evident 
and perhaps the most sta le foundation upon which a World Educational Association can 
be built is made up . e teachers' associations of the various nati ons. Here it 
would seem that the spir t and machinery of cooperation are ready at hand. Numerous 
Regional Conferences are all ready being held. Among the national and regional 
associations whose ooope at ion might be secured in a world · federa1c.ion, are t h e fol-
lowing: the National Uni n of Teachers of England and Wales: the Swiss Federation 
of Intellectual VJorkers; the Japanese Association of Teachers; the Chinese l•1ational 
Educat ional Congres s, re1 resenting the Chiao Yu Hu~, or provincial educational asso-
oiations; the Netherland Teachers t Association; the German Teachers' Association, 
Deutsche Lehrerverein: tie Central Counci l of Austrian Intellectual Workers; and the 
Pan-t\merican Educational Congress . 
F. 
Educational Association 
these voluntary 
the unification of 
ion of International Associ_r::_t_~ns. The work of a World 
hould be the coordination and unification of the efforts of 
associations. ~edly the official body for 
educational work~ be the Committee on Intellectual 
Cooperation of the Leagu of Hations. The relationships existing between the National 
Educational As sociation, and the Federal Bureau of Education, and between the t~. E. A. 
and various professione~, scientific, and educational research societies in the nation, 
tfri-A-~ · 
would be !HtN3 Jsd in the international scheme. 
There are at t e present time, however, several orgeni zations doing important 
work in this field. International Research Council numbers twenty-one countries 
among its members . It co~prises groups of international unions dealing separately 
with mathematics, astrono :w, chemistry, geography, physics, biology and radio-telegraphy. 
The Council has offered i s services to the League of l>Tations, through its President , 
Prof . G. E. Hale, and Vice-President, Prof. R. A. Millikan, vrho are members of the 
Committee on Intellectua Cooperation. 
10. 
The Union A.oade ique International was founded in 1895 • The aims of the 
establishment of the unio were then stated to be "the attainment of a world organization 
founded on law, on scient fie and teoh.."lical progress, and on the free representation of 
all the interests which a, e com.111on to the human race." The essential character of the 
Union is that it should b a federation open to all the International Associations• 
private or public, which re not comn1ercial, but have, an intellectual or moral object, 
or work for the service o the public; international orgro1izations of a professional 
nature are not excluded b[ this definition • . 
The ~rowth of t e. Union has been rapid until now the greater part of the 500 
or more reoogn~zed Intern t~onal Associations are in affiliation with it . The Union 
of International Assooiat~ons coordinates, centralizes and unifies the work of the 
affiliated bodies through~ a number. of activities and institutions; and ever~vhere its 
contribution to internatil nal Educational cooperation and understa~ding is evident . 
Overlapping of ~kork is avoided, and cooperation f'acili tated by the Union. 
The cooperating organizat"ons are numerous and diverse and the educational aim dominates . 
There are scientific and eaching Associations , legal associations, associations of a 
moral or speculative charrcter, associations for social or economic union, philanthropic 
assodations, technical ±sociations; for exemple, The Institute of International Lavr , 
the International Assoeij~ion for Protection against Tuberculosis, the International 
Statistical Institute, the International Federation of the Staff' of Secondary Public 
Schools , the InternationJ Associations of the Medical Press, the League of Esperantists, 
the Inter-Parlimentary u:Ion, the International Congress of Social Insurance rold the 
International Moral Educ~ional Congress . 
The Union has ~~aced at the disposal of the League of' Nations , an International 
Library, International Of ice of Bibliography, International Documentary Archives, and 
an International Museum• Its collaboration is carried on through u . J. Destree , the 
BelgiarJ. member o:f the Co . ittee on Intellectual Cooperation. 
Such organizati ns as these would contribute materially to the strength of a 
World Educational Associ ion of which these societies should become a part. These 
bodies are novr finding a nifying influence through official collaboration with the 
League Committee. But 1ile the League cro1 and will make use of their resources they 
ought not to be absorbed 
in a voluntary professio 
an official Bureau . They must carry on their work unitedly 
association. Union in such an association would not only 
not interfere with but v10Jld stimulate t h e work of each cooperating organization. 
The societies .mentioned arove have been formed for specific and narrow fields of 
investigation, their emphrsis largely scientific rather than historic or sociologi cal. 
A World Educational Assoo a)c.ion would give bala...nce as well as unity to the educational 
forces of the world. 
III • PROBLE'-fS OF I UTERNATimfAL EDUCATION • The problems connected with the 
promotion of' international good-will through education seem almost innumerable. The 
place of' a World Educationll Association in the solution of these problems will be 
clearer after a brief survj[ey of' the plans and proposals of related cooperating organ-
izations. 
A. Problem; discussed by the Cornmi ttee on Intellectual Cooperation of' 
the League of Nations. [ 
·1. Discuss:on of the proper methods of' facilitating the exchange of 
scientific info~ation an cooperation in research. 
2, of proper method of encouraging inter--university relations. 
3. of' international organization of bibliography and the 
exchange of publications. 
4. Appeal o the scientists of the world to publish their discoveries 
in poison gas and chemical warfare • 
. . 5, Proble]s of international cooperation in the sphere of the natural 
and exact sc1ences. 
6. Problei of international cooperation in the sphere of historical, 
geographical, an<J. literary knowledge. 
1. ProposaJ of an inter-university conference to consider: (a) Exchange 
of professors. (b) Exchrolj e of students. (c) Equivalent recognition of academic 
courses ~nd degrees. (d) · assports and international scholarships. 
8, Cooper ion in Archeological Research. 
g. Enquir state of intellectual lif'e in the various countries. 
10. means of assisting immediately the countries: 
(a) W11ere intellectual 1if is threatened by imminent disaster. (b) Vfuere intellectual 
life is impoverished and h 1pered by the l ack of educational facilities for the over-
whelming masses of 
(tiote. 
11. Possibi ity of providing an International Loan Fund for Education. 
12~ and Wages of Intellectual Workers. 
13, the Press. 
14. language. 
15. Scheme 
Direct source for 
Cooperation of th 
the creation of an international intellectual center. 
above: IJ:inutes of first session Committee on Intellectual 
League, Geneva, Oct. 11~ 1922.) 
B. Pro os ls of other Organizations. A survey of these plans will 
reveal the immense scope f the problem, as well as show what are thought to be some 
of the more i!lliileqiate con · iderations and objectives of international education. 
1. Propos 1 that a statement of the ideals of the League of Nations 
be drawn up and included tn school books. 
2. Proposkl regarding the teaching of international law in elementary 
schools. 
3. Resolution concerning an international system of education based on 
object teaching • . 
international 
schools. 
4, Proposal regarding the compilation of "international manuals" • 
s. The el~ablishment of a "House of Humanitytt for the distribution of 
literature in all languages. 
6, A sup r-national university, or "University of the Hationstt • 
1. Propo al vri th reference to the teaching of history in the world 's 
8. Propo a1 with reference to international cooperation in the ;vork 
of secondary schools. 
These suggesti ns represent the thought of such countries as Denmark, 
switzerland, Czechosloval ia , Germany, Austria, Holland , Italy, England, etc. For 
details see minutes of t ,e League Committee. 
c. The N E. A. Plan. The Committee on Foreign Relations of the 
National Education Assoc ation, in a report submitted by its chairman, Supt. Augustus 
o. Thomas, suggests the allowing means of securing international good-will through 
education. 
1, The t aching of international civics. 
2~ The o ganization of textbook material for international use. 
3. Inter~1ational exchange of students and professors. 
4. A pro~ram looking to universal education and to character education. 
5. Exchabge of articles on education dealing with programs and methods, 
and exchange of educatio~ periodicals. 
6 . An i ternational education association , through vyhich could be 
established the followi g organizations mentioned as points 7 and 8 . 
7. Inte national Committees for the study of world educational problems . 
14. 
s. A peJanent bureau or council of international res~arch. (1) 
(Full text of r leport ~r; 1~ . E. A. Journal , Oct. :;1-922, I:• 3~4.) 
~~: ~~~~~~~~· 
n. Va.ri_ous roblems as t:o the objectives, principles, methods , and 
administration of ional education. The problems of international education 
are so numerous that a prehensive survey of the field is impossible. A few cita-
tions of the questions arise will serve to show the extensive need and possibil-
ities of a World Educat:i.o al Association . Therefore, after the ' awe•inspiring manner 
of the ffch&~pion question raiser of Christendom" let us pursue the method of inquiry. 
Questions arise as to the principles , methods and administration of international 
education. 
In the first pl ce then, let us consider some of the problems relating more 
or less directly .to the 
1. Vlhat aring vdll the extension of education to the international 
field have upon the philo ophy of education? Have VTe develop ed a theory of education 
which can be uniyersalize to meet the needs of all humanity? 
2. What e the highest human values whi ch international education is 
to universalize? How c the discovery , development , appreciation and use of' these 
values be facili t.ated? 
3. I t has been said that ffwe have as yet no final criteria of social 
values - the thing s that ake society, or mankin.l or men, or even life.Jmost \'forth 
while, and hence we have o scientific standards l'Thereon to , build the ultimate founda-
tions of social scienoeff ·l (Snedden, Civic Education , p,2S8.) If this is true
1
upon 
whe.t reasonable basis can _I the co:m.iuon elements , or comraon social values, of an inter-
national curriculum be seJ ected? Or need we base these criteria of values on the 
natural or descriptive sc-ilences alone, without reference to the normative sciences or 
philosophy? 
4. What e the common knowledges, attitudes, habits, skills and ideals 
which will form the basis of an international course of study? Vlliat are the particular 
knowledges, attituden, an ideals, for example, best cal culated to: 
1 • 
2. 
(ba) Insure "to eration of rights and privileges of other nations .n 
( ) Develop ffA~preciation of peculiar gifts and contributions of various 
nationalit :!j esrt. 
(c) Secure acct~rate and unbiased statements and understandings of national 
and world ]~story in all the world's schools. 
(d) Secure imp rtial understandings of problems of world economics, trans-
portation, trade and industrial relations. 
tull tt<JY.t of P.ey.Jor t i, r . ~. /1.• Jour nal , OC':.1 . 1922, PC> 31 4 
Sn f'ldden, Ci vic Educat on, p . 268 . 
15. 
(e) Inculcate he spirit of comradeship and confidence among the peoples 
of the nat~ons? h : · 
(In genera~, these are some of , the objectives suggested by the U .E.A. 
Committee on Foreign Relations.) 
5 : What o+ectiVes which have been evolved as national educational 
aims can be properly transferred to the international f~? 
6. Can th, attitudes, hahits snd ideals commonly used to instill pat-
riotism or P....meriQanism be rsed to develop international good-wHl t 
7. "How c - education aid in increasing the social value of art by 
developing the a~sthetic ense of all peoples?" 
8. "How c education develop a widespread recognition of the importance 
of science, and an apprec·ation of the possibilities of trans-national cooperation in 
science?" 
g. 11 How c _ education aid in bringing about a better understanding of 
what the white man's burdJn really is?" 
10. 11 How c~l education aid in developing international minds who will 
see the prob1en of regula ing those activities which minister to conunon human needs 
from the point o:f view of the general good of mankind 'ltt. 
11. fiHow c · education contribute to an understanding of the causes of 
wars, and to the _ developr.1 nt of more effective instruments for removing these causes?" 
12. "How c n education aid in disciplining worship by ideals which have 
stood the test of carefu~y scrutinized experience?" 2 
~Questions 7 to 12 . e from Syllabus on 11 Contemporary Civilization", p.ll4 , 
Columbia U~iv. · Pres - .) 
13. V!hich ubjects of study in the curriculum , civics, history, social 
science, most in:fluence t - e ideals which animate peoples in war time? 
14. Would he introduction of psychology in secondary schools have any 
influence in counter-aoti g vicious war propaganda, or other forms of irre.tional social 
su~estion? 
15. In vie of the fact that war is a moral outrage, and good-will a 
moral quality, what shoul be the place of courses in ethics in which international 
morality as well , as Chris brotherhood . ~-,ere taught? 
16. \--'7hat p ace should international rela.tions have in the new courses 
in general social science 
1. In gcr.eral, these are some of the o'b,j ecti ves suggested 'by the }T . E. A. 
Committee o Fori"J ign ReJationn. 
2. 0.11estions 7 to 1·2 are from S~vJlabus on "Contemporary Civilization, p. 114. 
Collllnbia Uni v. Fress. 
16. 
17. Should internationalism be taught directly by special courses, or 
incidentally in connectio with other subjects? VJould this ve:ry with the a.ge-g:t'ade 
level 'l 
Among the probl ms which have to do with ~~--2..f~cE_:i~ the following 
might be conside~ed. t 
1. \Vhat e feet will the extension of education to an international 
scope have upon pedagogy d methods of teaching? 
~ 
2. ~e developed a method of teaching which will be adequate to the 
dema..'1ds of inter1;.atione~ rotherhood 'l 
3. What teaching patriotism have been developed which can 
be used to adve.ntage in i stilling international goodwill t 
4. What thods may be used to develop and increase appreciation of 
values? 
5. Is it rue that 11 the education of the emo·t.ions ending in a..'1 ap-
preciative sense . of the b autiful is an unwritten chapter in educational theory"? 
6. Does tl is apply also to the education of the will in the matter of 
appreciation of7:hew:::dtjedt:::::::·o~ni::::n::::::sm alter our methods of teaching 
patriotism? 
8 • Can in ernatione~ good-1vill best be instilled by s pecific response 
to speci:fic stimuli, or w~ll it have to depend upon the power of the spread of ideals 
or generalized a.IJ.d emotio alized concepts to control conduct? 
9. What of the ideals and attitudes the inculcation of which 
would disJdnguish the 'heac ing of internationalis:cJ. from the teaching of patriotism? 
10. ansfe,E~ of the civic attitudes, ideals, and insights appro-
priate to ).arge-grot;tp membership derive from effective snall-group education? 
11. To what extent can ff service projects" , "exploratory projects", 
"dramatic proj cc-J;,s" be developed as a means of teaching international good-will 'l 
12• In what HaY would e. World Educatione~ Association aid in solving 
the problems of method in eaching internationalism~ 
(Questions 10 and 11 ound in Snedden 1 s Educational Sociology, p .5 40 •) 
17. 
Some of the que which ar:i,c).e in connection with the administration of 
international education a following. 
2. How c international cooperation and unity in education best be 
secured? By inter-tmive sity conferences , congresses of teachers of the common schools, 
a voluntary but permanent international Bureau of Research, or official cooperation 
through a League Co~~itte Y 
t he scheme? 
vn1at . is the place of a World Educational 1\.ssociation in 
3. How sh uld an International Oommi ttee on Education proc~ to 
remove illiteracy, raise ~he school age, extend lmowledge of the principles of health , 
and equalize edtH?ational jpportuni ties t h e world around 'l 
4. What a e the most available and efficient means for securing inter-
national understanding an cooperation in education? Educati onal surveys, exchange 
of articles and periodica s, travel tours, an international university? Vlhat · shoul d be 
the nature , aim, purpose , r content of the first worl d edi1cat:}one.J. survey of t h e League 
Connni ttee? 
5 . What c 'uld such an Association do to increase opportunity for longer 
continuanc e o:f cultural education for the masses? 
6. Could <U1 international Bureau aid in any >Tay in substituting for 
military conscription, a ystem of national or international se1~ice , so that the rising 
generation would come in ontact not only with the material instruments of society but 
also with the li:fe and cu toms of other nations? 
7. VJhat c ,uld be done to improve international economi c conditi ons as 
they affect educati onal o p ortunity? For example: W11at could be done for the relief 
of poverty: the extension of education to the inaccessible or backward p art s of the 
earth ' s surface; provisio of international assistance to national governments where 
educational stangards are l~v? 
to enforce 
Education 
8 • Will i j ever be possible for an international educational authority 
a minimum inter national standard of education? ffi1at could an International 
Association do .joward securing the same end? 
9. What s ould be the relation existing between the various national 
and regional t~aahers 1 un ons and research bodies, and the Y. 'orld Educational Association 
18. 
and the relationship of t is Association to the League Committee on Intellectual 
Cooperation? 
10 • "In mru y fields . the testing and e~tension of knowledge is hindered 
by prejudice and special · nterests. 11 Should the League of Uations turn out to be, 
as has been charged, mere association of capitalistically controlled governnents , 
is there not a danger tha the Committee on Intellectual Cooperation may become a 
tradition bound bureau era What could a World Educational Association do to ensure 
both unified cooperation d professional freedom? 
11. Vfuat sl ould be the relation existing betw·een State schools and 
religious sohoolsY Vihat can be done to secure international uniformity in this 
relationship? 
12. In rrha ways cru1 the Vlorld Education Association, the League Com-
mittee on Edu cation, and the various Christian Missionary Societies , best cooperate in 
international education? 
E. · Relation of .a World Educational Association to These Problems. A 
furthur multipl i cation of !inquisitorial perspicuity vrould only serve to obscure what 
we wish to make clear, tht there is a place for an Association whose specific bu siness 
it would be to solve the n}roblems of international education. A 1.'Torld Educational 
Association through its v ious departments, divisions , and committees is just the 
organi zation to undertake his important work. Much investigation, experimentation, 
and discussion is needed tlo arrive at reasonable and tested conclusions. A World 
Association would unify the efforts of' various scattered research bodies working at 
these problems. It would~-arrive at g enerally accepted solutions, which it would place 
at the disposal of the off~cial Committee of the League, and it would then proceed to 
arouse professional and pu lie opini on in behalf of its caref'ully prepared and soundly 
based proer9n of ref'orm. 
IV. 
A. 
19. 
THE \PRLD EOlJCATIOHAL l~SSOCIATIO!T AND INTERNATIONAL GOOD VfiLL. 
The ~orld Educational Association would go far to assure the com-
mon t'hinkin of the world 1 s eo -~ 
knovrledge is 
aid in universalizing educational ~pportunities. Human 
ritage of mankind, and it is the rmrk of the League Com-
mittee on Intellect-ual oo peration to conserve as well a:s increase this conunon heritage, 
and to distribute or diss minate it equitably and as widely as possible to all macl{ind. 
This is in substance the sentiment of the opening address of its chairman, M. Bergson. 
A World Edueati~nal Association could help to determine the corn.mon elements 
of knowledge , attitudes aid ideals which shall be used in building the International 
}Jind. In order for the ,eoples of the world to dwell together in peace they must be 
pursuing the same purpose,, working for the same results, desiring and loving the same 
things, and valuing the s~me high idea~s. Heretofor, the nations have been working 
at cross purposes; there ~as been no universal public opinion. International Education 
must set in motio~ world~~tde forces of instruction ~d imagination which will guide 
this hidden current flowin continually beneath the surface of political history. In 
order that the public opin\. on of the world may be a unified force it is necessary for 
International Education to determine the aims and values which it will infuse into the 
minds of the nattons. 
2. A seco ,_d way in which a World Educational Association could help 
to secure the connnon thinking of the world's people, would be by helping to unify 
thought all_ to underlying educational philosophies upon which aims and values are based. 
\'that theory of education, 
ity? 
can be universalized to meet the needs of' all hu.man-
in the state as in the individual is ultimately a moral 
problem arising from of interests and values. So long as states have con-
1 . . ttl( flicting ideals, the world vil have confl1.ct1.ng states. Norman Wilde, The A.ttack 
on the State, International Jn. of Ethics, Vol. 30. No . 4.) 
The point of vierr of personalistic idealism is that education for efficiency, 
for adjustment to a sociali ad-industrial democracy, for world citizenship must be 
based upon the ideal, etern -1, universal values which for Christianity constitute 
citizenship in the kingdom. 
experience by which the 
Such ideals are necessary for motor control; ideals above 
which is a social construct may be tested. 
The effect of soo}al and industrial environment is not denied . But while v;e 
J, ' lorman ':lilde, ~r Attacl< on the Stnte, International Jn, of ';:thins. Vol ,30, No. 4 
20. 
look with ;vonder at the e feet which increasing social intercomnuni cation has in 
revealing t he ideal to thb ·human mind we must not confuse the socialization with the 
ideal. Socialization di 11 not produce the ideal, only revealed it. The ideal i s 
the oau se 
1 
and socializat+n)( the accompanying phenomena ,and not visa-versa, 
There are otherL who say vte will be only truly Christianized when we are 
thoroughly soci~ized. [ The future moralization of the race will depend on its 
capacity and willingness jt.o be thoroughly democratiz'Od. 11 The same school of natural-
istic philosophers who re~ard consciousness as a "blush on the face of proto-plasm" , 
regard Christianity, the rew social order, as simply the psychic-perf'une of the 
hunanity-oonsciousness produced in the crucible of' world relationships. The idealistic 
school, on the other ha:J says that the world will never be thoroughly socialized until 
it is truly Christianize~~ It is of practical importance for education to tak e a 
decided stand for this sJiritual interpretation. "An educational system over-emphasizing 
effici ency must wreck itsfelf in time, because there can never be quite enough of the 
good things of life at htd to satisfy all, A homely philosophy of gi ve-a.nd-take, a 
gospel of endur~DCe as O ~~trasted With acquisition, the trllth that life's best values 
are spiritual rather thaJ economic - these the school should teach no less than the 
home , to young folk who Rresently shall take their places beside t he mech?Jlics in 
. . t. It J { J. ' .. ' ' . . . . 
>ndustnal E:::a:::~ o~ j.v~r succe:d in pr~duoing ' inte=ati~~~ u~:erst~~ng by 
neglecting ideals and pr,ceeding merely on the basis of instincts and interests. In 
fact, educators have bee,losine opportunities to produce power in civic and national 
life by not emotionalizi1e ideas, consci ously moulding life e~out them by the use of 
these ideals, Our patrilotio education has given us ideals for war time, but we need 
some peace-time ideals for a constant and real patriotism. Instinct and interests 
alone will not be an ade [ ate foundat ion on which to build an international understand-
ing .. 
If' education i to be a real adjustment to society, it must be on the basis 
of an expanding social h Christianity includes in this society the world of' 
the living and the dead the unborn. Universal secular education must also take 
ttthe world for its pari s and it may not even for practical purpo ses leave out of 
account that ideal city hich political philosophy as well as religious faith has pos-
tulated as the basis of 11 that is useful and enduring in h1LT"lan states. 
1. Arthur Found. ~· The Iron ~.!u.n ., " A t1 antic • r'eb. • 1922. 
The above brief discussion nuggeots only one of the many nources of dis-
agreement and conflict. It can well be imagined that when to the philosophical issues 
which have resulted in such heated debate in this country, are added the questions of 
the world's religions, the meetings of the World Educational Association will be scenes 
of spirited discussion. Yetr if education is to be universalized 1these are some of the 
fundar.2ental questions which rrill have to be solved. 
3. The \'lorld Educational !l.ssociation would ensure the common thinking 
of the world ' s people by unifying_ educational aimr:;-...._ ru1.d objectives. The educational 
aims v;hi ch have sufficed in the past for national purposes must be evalue.ted in terms 
of their usefulness for world education. The appeal to world service in any field is 
always stronger than the appeal to national pride . fl. generation of young people 
+:rained in world vision is not going to think in national terms . Selfish inclividual 
aims give way before sacrificial social aims. The industrial revolution was followed 
by a general extension of education to all vrith the purpose of giving individual culture, 
k nowledge, or harmonious development of capacities or abilities; or power to make a 
better living . The political revolution of the past few generations , signalized at 
the present moment by the demands for full manhood suffrage in Japan as well as by the 
deplorable failure of ignorant government in Russia, has given renewed emphasis on the 
necessity of popular education for the masses in self-government. Great educational 
leaders, such as John Dev;ey, have been saying that the school~ society, that education 
mti.st E2_ democracy ; that those who are to use the tools of our present industrial and 
democratic age must be given the vocational and civic training which will fit them for 
the socialized-industrial life they are to live. But if edu cation is to introduce 
control into experience it must do so on t he basis of an enlarging experience. Language 
itself arose because of social intercommunication. Our ·level of intelligence as vrell 
as our mora l standards, not to mention OUl' economi c·-well being and happiness , is lowered 
all these developments are ret~:C.edt;:?"' by those who obstruct int ernational intercommuni-
eation and cooperation. On the chara cter of our Diplomacy depends not only Bread but 
Brains . Education for soci al efficiency should t ake account of t he new c'l1d enlarged 
society in vn<ich we live. The slogan Education for Social Efficiency , must give way to 
Education for World Citizenship; and the use of Education as a tool for national ends 
must be absorbed in the larger purpose of instilling intelligent loyalty to the new 
International Association or Leag,ue of Nations to be t se· up as soon as tho present 
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generation of privileged and conservative obstructionists has passed away. 
A,..rnong the past educe.tional aims which may be interpreted in international 
ter-ills are: the aim of knowledge of world affairs; judgment in regard to internations~ 
relations; attitudes of mind and heart of the peoples of all nations tovvard other 
peoples~ the increase of soci e.l efficiency through international understanding ; the 
er>~argeElent of character due to world vision and right natione.l relationships; a.n.d 
the development of ideals of world democracy, fraternity, and peace. 
Knm'rledge of world trade, politics, . diplomacy, · and government should produce 
good judenent in international affairs. 'I'he social studies, which are receiving 
increasing emphasis in national schools, must be broadened to include the facts of 
international experience. Knowledge of tl1e balrful effects of war might be very 
easily emotionalized into an attitude of mind so that Vfar would be as foreign to the 
thought of J0he vrorld as is duelling now. The development of right attitudes and 
sentiments toward uar , tovrard other nations and races, and tonard the duties of peace 
will be a large part of the 
1'YL~ 
vmrk of international education. Certain ways of looking 
at the world must be,.habits of mind of all nations and races of peoples. The history 
of wars must be taught in such a way that they will be renembered because of the noble 
sentiments and high ideals and righteous causes for which they vrere fought , rather 
than in terms of hatred toward other nations. To produce right attitudes of mind 
t oward world affairs should be one of the . aims of international education. 
11 VTorld brotherhood,11 says Miss Fannie Fern ll.ndrews,11 is but the 
expansion of the American faith . But it is a new task, and 
fraught with great difficulties. It involves a reorga..'1ization 
of instruction given in geography and history, an extension of 
the work in civics and ethics to a world basi s , and a simultaneous 
effort to secure the cooperation of educational 17orkers in all 
lands for the realization of a world patriotism based on justice 
a.'1d g9od will." 
4. Besides unifying educational aims, a World Educational Association 
could aid in perf'ecting eduoa~iom:tl_~ethods by whi oh these objectives may be attained. 
Content of courses and methods of teaching must be suited to the ultimate results de-
sired. The aim of education determines the objectives of the curriculu!!l. If we are 
to produoe a character motivated by the internationa.l ideal we must place that ideal 
before the child at every stage of his unfolding life so that it becomes an habitual 
conduct control. The ch:Lld must be socialized, \vhi ch is to say, universalized in 
a.ll the worlds through \Vhich he passes, that he may b eoome a cosmopolite in the universal 
23 . 
kingdor.~ of God, u. citizen of the universe , a citizen of u.ll ages, and all times. 
If we re to build the international mind ~he objectives of the curricuJum 
must be stated in terms of the common habits, nkills , facts, knowledge, ideas, attit ude s 
and ideals which are to be lT'.n.de a part of the sbhooling of every child the world over. 
~·e have already bui} t a currictllurn for inculcating patniotism a nd nationalizm. Habits 
and skills have been made to contribute to this end ; eg., saluting the flag , rising at 
the sineing of the national anthem ; parlimentary procedure , anti othe r social skills. 
Knowledg-e has been made a useful insttn·ment . rupils have been g iven concepts, such as 
the c onservJtion of natural resourc~s, "spoils system" and civil servi ce ; facts, such 
as the fact that the rresident alone has the initiative in diplomacy; and pr inciples; 
as for example , thut free di scnssion is necessary to democ.!'acy. Aprreciati ve mental 
a ttitudes, and settled emotional i nterests on national q11estions have b-e en formed in 
school; for example , on the uonroe doctrine, suffrage, labor unions. Ideals, necessary 
in o. dcmonracy, such as self-support, good workrnanshii:p , the city beautiful, equality of 
opportunity, religious freedom, cooperation, ull these have been mH.de a par t of the 
system of thinking of patriotic citizens. 
All this program is based upon the belief in the dl:rivin~t power of ideals, 
the power of geneeral concepts to control conduct. rrecept, and example are means 
by which tho educator may control conduct and ought not to be overlooked i n building 
i . 
the inter11ational idea, or international heroes, into the curriculum. But the higher 
forms o f control are moral judgement, and i deals . KnOYJled-ge of the world and nat ional 
po1icios, will give the material for moral .j11dgrnent ; and through ideals, by which the 
national mind unifies its world of experiences, when they have become white-hot with 
emotion , will come tbe conduct in line wi th curricultlm inculcated habit, knowled r<·e , 
judgments . ':'his theory holds that the mind throu~h its power of "ideali sti~ imitati on", 
can usc aF('cneralized c oncept to control conduct . r;uch a concept when emotionalized into 
2 
an ideal becomes compellinp,. ':'hose who hold thu:i the chiJd learns onl:v from specific 
responses to s-pecific stir.lllli, would beg in the task of building a n international 
mind by a system of projects. such a curriculum would necessarily he imperfect 
and fro.gmentary, becuuse the child would ho.ve to genera lize from only the few 
1. uacCunn, ':'he ;.raking of Cha racter, Chap. 9, 10, 11. 
2 . Bag ley, ~ducationaJ ~alues, Ch~.:.~p. Jl; I0t:.p}1or, T'rincipJes of '~'d. Practi~~. ,h . J 
' ·'""' "'t-<>N"!'I1,..D' . 1~.,Q"f'hn1n<"'7 nnn th11 ':"f.! ::.chnr.Ch . Jg: ~lton.PS:'lChOl' ffi~:V Of . ,..~{1 . Cht,f. 
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specific projects or experiences. such training has even been characterized as 
"completely immoral ,v. 1 (see Davidson, "Education as World Buil ding, 11 Ed. Rev. ttov.l900 .) 
The chiJ.d would go the polls to vote on international questions with a mind blank , or 
only inco~pletely guided by its own 11 satisfyers" or 11«Pnoyers" and lacking the guidance 
it might have had if the generalized and tested experience of the race had been given 
in terms of knowledg e~ concepts, . ideals. This conduct control in terms of concepts is 
to be gained through selected curriculum material ,or experiences/ \Vhioh at every stage 
of development suggests and interprets and emotiona)..izes the international ideal. This 
emphasis on the ideal is not to slight the place of laboratory method , or the "backlash 
of experience as influencing conduct, but it does attempt to standardize these experiences 
on the basis of ideals rather than interests. 
The tecnique which has built such a basis for teaching of patriotism must be 
utilized in the larger field. The big problem is the selection and c~rdination of 
t h e essential habits, skills, knoVTledge, attitudes , and ileals which shall be made the 
c;ionnon possession of the whole human race through an international educational co~p-
eration . 
History bears out the presuppositions of philosophy as to the power a.l'ld 
place of ideals; and educational theory and practice must be governed by this necessity 
of dealing with i deals in the promotion of an international understanding. By the 
proper use of ideals the international mind ma~r be made the basis of the cosmopolitan 
character which education seeks to produce. 
B. A World Education Association would ensure not only the common 
thinking but also the high thinking of the world 1s people. 
1. The ;elace of ethical values in international education . Two 
educational aims which have been given great emphasis recently by national leaders 
are, education for social efficiency and education for complete living. These ed-
uoational aims depend upon the aim of life itself. Without a universal standardizing 
or ~criterion these aims must remain indefinite and incomplete as bases for a 
world system. It is evident that social efficiency in the nevi world order must include 
participation in the "Great society"• and that complete living will be judged by the 
standards of values prevailing in that society. L.a\7 standards of morality in 
relationships between states will have its effect in lovtering moral standards for 
individuals. It ought to be the purpose of international education to cause the 
1 . Davidson, "Ed'lCa t i on as World BuiJding" , Ed. Rev. Nov. J9 00. 
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higher standards of individual morality to carry over into world affairs, by means 
of concepts and ideals of international relationships. 
Certain of the ideals vrl1ich republican gover~~ents have included in their 
concepts of patriotism may be useful here. Ideals of democracy , equality, freedom, 
r esponsibility, sense of duty, c~peration, social insight may be developed. It 
should be the purpose of international education to unify· conflicting social ideals 
by means of a universal ideal for humanity. 
The aims of education, knowledge, character, social efficiency, complete 
living, high ideals, are all closely correlated with our judgments of value. We 
dr strive for ideals which we believe to be unworthy. We r:;acrifice only for the 
best . Patriotism is the desire for our country, ourselves, and the world of only the 
best things we know, beauty and truth , love and service, and wholesome living. World 
patriotism is the desire for all mru1kind of the highest ethical values . International 
cooperation and integration will surely increase spi ritual no less than economic values. 
The conscious agency for conserving , selecting and extending these spiritual values, 
is international education. 
2. Spiritualizinr; the Uew World Order. 
For §. sta.11dard ·which will enable us to make a selection of values 
for an ideal personality in an ideal world order we must turn to religion . For it 
.~ . isl\religions . values that 1t all other intrinsic human valuations find their union and 
consummation." Religion attempts to bring human life in the rrorld order i nto conscious 
harnony with eternal life in the divine order. Its attitude is one of dependence on 
the universe for the preservation· of values ~ Its hope and faith are that the prin-
ciples and ideals for which we strive, and the values ne treasure , must derive their 
meaning from an all inclusive trru1scendent order, objective, personal, eternal; that· 
beauty , goodness and love are enthroned at the heart of the universe~ and t hat the 
author, source, guarantor, and ground of moral values is a Supreme Personality. 
"If we a.sk what is the ultimate principle for the unification of values, and 
what is the final sustaining ground of values; I think we must answer to both questions , 
nersonali ty. The authority and persistence of the intrinsic values of htunru1 experience 
require the hypothesis of a supreme conscious unity ar-d ground and conservator of 
values, that is, of a Self' who is the sustainer of these values which are progressively 
discovered, affirmed, and realized in the social, ethical, aesthetic, intellectual- and 
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religious experiences of human persons}" 1 ' 
I t i s reli~Sion which has furnished the conception of education as a y;orld-
building process. ~eligious faith ina _more perfec t realization of values drives 
men to picture an ideal world. Natural and social sci~nce furnishes a FUide or pJ&n 
to be j udged b;.' the aims and values approved by the re] i~ious spirit. Education lYlust 
aid in this world-buiiding process . !3y doing so it becomes in fact a function of 
the divine order. For it takes this worl d of ideal values, and builds it up in the 
minds of individuals, timtil the world's ci t izens shaJl determine thut the place cf 
their citizenship shall be in this ideal world , and that this ideal world - an ap-
proa.ch to the divi ne order- shall berealized increu.singly upon the ea:tth. ':'hus 
by building a world of spiri t :1al ideals in the minds of all persons, education may 
determine that spirittl:ll vc.lues are sought -..nd realized in-:- the new world order. 
A necessary implication of the supreme need. of religious values , i s that 
international education organizati on must be prepared to cooperate with c. system of 
religious schools which \'Till ensure the Sl>iri tuuliz ing of the common elements of world 
kncwJ~dge. 
A prog-ram for world education must not be out of harmony with the deeper 
hopes orrd faiths of manking. Here agcJ.in the need and work for a World Educational 
2. • • 
Association becomes ~pparent. 
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c. A World Educational Association would ensure the professional freedom 
of the world 's teachers. 
1. The Professional Spirit in relation t~modern conf~~cts ?f interests 
and ideals Purposive education for progressive world citizenship is impossible so 
long as rival groups can use public education in their own interests. These group 
co!l..f'licts include family, class and sectarian groups within the nation as well as 
international rivalry. Added to these class conflicts a.re sources of division which 
partake of a more ideal nature. A conflict of ideals exists a.s real and intense as 
the conflict of interests. Among these social and political ideals contesting for mastery 
are the following: conserV-atism vs. radicalism; provincialism vs. cosmopolitani sm; individ-
ualism vs. collectivism; aristocracy vs. democracY; puritru1ism vs. paganism. 
In the fa~e of this situation, it has been saidJteachers have responded in 
three generally characteristic vrs.ys, so that they maybe classified as servile , willful, 
or balanced. In mru1y cases the degree of intellectual freedom actually enjoyed by the 
teacher is a result of compromise between these conflicting interests . There are perhaps 
a few cases of vrillful radicalism. On the one hand is t he social pressure exerted by 
various group rivalries aDd beliefs that have become traditional. On the other , is the 
necessity that teachers have unbiased minds if educational institutions are to be not 
only efficient but also progressive. 
Balanced educ ation vrill be both efficient and progressive. It will not be so 
radical as to be inefficien:f:., or revolutionary; nor will it be so conseryative as to 
avoid new ideas and prevent progress. It has been said that bale.nced teaching will 
observe t he following general principles. There will be a safety zone, of traditional 
knowledge, attitudes e.nd formulations approved by the majorityJvrhcre most of the teaching 
will be done; a twi:Ji_ght ZE~ of tentative findings or mere surmises,held i n abeyance for 
further investigation; a cont_e_E_!.i~~ !'!?"!?:...e..!.. the field of, partisan controversy, to be either 
avoided or treated with studied fairness by the teacher; and a compromise or toleration 
zone, referring to the broad and generous liberty of opinion, and tolerance of all views 
which has come to be so cha1·e.oteristic of democracy . The spirit of the teaching pro-
fession in general, in spite of numerous instances of servility or radicalis!!l. , is in 
sympathy with thes e principles of well-balanced education. 
It is our contention that the Professional Spirit will increase and strengthen 
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the grea.t body of 1tbalanced11 teachers. The professional groups in society are usually 
characterized by a spirit o·P service, o11.d self-sacrific e; that is the farthest possible 
from material interest. The professions stand midway between the propertied classes 
and the vwrk ing masses. They are not usually so conservative as the former , nor so 
radical as the latter. The teaching profession has always been noted for its traditions 
of high idealism and sacrificial service. A vrorld Teachers I Association encouraging 
sU.ch a proi'essional spirit nould discourage willful radicalism, prevent the servility 
of education to any dominant class group, and add to the pciw·er of well-balanced instruo-
tors and v;ell-ba.=!-anced education . 
2. The Professional Spirit in relation to Nationalism and Internationalism. 
-~~~ ~-- . ---------------- - -
The conflict vri th vrhich ·international educati on is most con cerned is that of narrov• 
nati ona l patriotisns versus a world outlook and sympathy. Teachers have at various 
times trucen different attitudes on the question of loyalty to nationalism. Here again 
are involved the po s sibilities of servility, radicalism , or balance. The teachers of 
France during the early years of the Third Republic ru1.d in Germany before 1843 were 
accused and subjected to pressure because of their sympathy with revolutionary tendencies. 
Napoleon and the reactionary King of Prussia, Frederick \'lilliam IV , did not h esitate to 
mould the opinions of teachers according to thoir own tt catechisms" and ff regulationstt. 
The essential function of German public education \ITas to promote a feeling .of 
national solici.arity , of acquiescence in the control of the upper classes, o..'Yld of c on-
tentment a:mon1the rrorking classes.. A leading German educator, Georg Kerchensteiner , 
in a prize essay , sets forth the autocratic ideals of training for citizenship. Such 
training must "enable the youth to understru1d generally the functions of the state, and 
make him willing and able to i'ill his place in the State Organisw. according to the best 
of his powers. The educational system must recognize the two fundamental moral prin-
oiples which indubitably guide every we.ll-bred man , namely those of moral self-1:1ssertion , 
and moral self-abnogation.tt ~;riii tarism requires self-assertion ·toward those below and 
self- abnegation toward those above one :i_n authority. 
That this over-emphasis on nationalism is not confined to Germany is evidenced 
by the recent bitter debate as to what Americanization really meru1.s . ffThore are two 
opposite tendencies in the present funericru1.ization movement. One is to restore the 
original freedom of economic opportunity, without of course restoring the original con-
ditions of cheap land and small industries which is impossible . The other is to 
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maintain eoonoBic relations as they are• Americanization ! cry the employers of laborer. 
That is all very simple. Teach the men to stay on their jobs - that's /l..mericanization . 
To others Americanization means to teach unquestioning submission to political authority; 
to others it means the preservation of the status quo , that is the maintenance of the 
social control of.the propertied classes ; to others it means teaching English to 
foreigners; ·to hangers on of politi cal parties it means another opening for political 
jobs; to many others it means an opportunity for favorable public attention. All these 
interested parties are mainly intent on a propaganda which aims to teach foreigners the 
English l~~guage , to inculcate certain platitudes about liberty and property; others~to 
prepare the masses to accept through social suggestion the attitudes that determine the 
editing of a capitalistic press, essential among w·hich attitudes is deff-erenoe to the 
propertied classes as they have developed in tho U. s. 
11 on the other hand, the program of those vrho aim to restore freedom of oppor-
tunity is the gradual democratization o:f industry. This requires primarily, a develop-
ment o:f intelligence and sympathy throughout the nation. · This is to be accomplished 
through fostering intelligence and cooperation in industry, and through e~phasis on 
the inculcation of sympathetic and intellectual attitudes in public education." 
(Williams, Foundations of Social Science, page 105.) 
'l'he transi'errence o:f these issues to the international field, makes absolutely 
necessary s01:1e agency to counteract the forces which in:fluence teachers to serve their 
ovm nation 11 right or ,n•ongtt, rather than the world of nations, - as well as the world 
of truth and right. The profess ional spirit fostered by a World Association, would 
give coura.ge and power to teachers who place professional ideals of truth and right and 
all moral values above narrow partisanship. It vvould aid also by its s cienti:fic and 
philosophic investigations in settling the conflicts of interests and ideals, pointing 
out the true path of progress and stimulating all the nations to the dif'f'icul t ascent. 
References on Professional Freedom ru1d Conflict of Interests. 
Cubberley, Hist. of Education , pa?,es 518 , 583, 787-795 • 
. Snedden , Civic Education, Ch. 13, ~Freedom o:f Teaching Social · Sciences.t' 
«contemporary Civilization", Columbia Univ. Syllabus, p. 115. 
Williruas, Foundations of Social Science, p. 102-112. 
Yokum, ~isciplinejCultur~& Democracy, pp. 136 and 254. 
D. The V/orld Education Association would inspire the international spirit 
in the worl~!s teachers and prom~~~~he tea~Eing of internationalism in the world's schools. 
1. In Eleme~_x SchoolE..!_ lievl' world needs give public school teachers 
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and a~~nistrators a wonderful opportunity and at the sane time place upon them a 
t errifieresponsibili ty. An eminent statesman has said: 
"We are at the present moment going through one of those evolutionary 
changes which fundamentally affect our international relations and 
involve a heavy obligation on the common school system of our country. 
VH1at hope is there ~ that this great, far-off, divine event of 
universal peace will ever come within our reach, except by the existence 
and increase of a group of people who are determined to introduce it so 
far as their lives and influence are concerned." · 
The beginnings of the familyizing of the world must always be made by the 
elementary.teacher . Her 1s is the duty of infecting young life with the desire tore-
generate their small world. ·Children of all lands form a great, sympathetic frater-
nity. To childhood, nothing is foreign that pertains to childhood . Games and plays , 
songs and stories , all the interests of children of one land are those of another. 
Here is already the basis for a return to the Kingdom, through childhood. A kindly , 
farseeing school-master . of the seventeenth century, quaintly and truly says , 
It Schoolmasters , when they · are such as they ought to be, have it in their power to 
nerr model and sei; right, (bf God•s blessing) · once in twenty years , a whole Kingdom." 
2. I n Secondary Schoo~ Teachers in secondary schools may contribute 
their influence in the organizations of school peace leagues, the transformation of the 
social and literary life of the high school by an emphasis on \'l'orld problems. Literary 
societies , inter-sohool honor societies , soeial activities of all kinds , in fact every 
item of the school program can be infused by skillfui direction vrith an interest in 
international affairs. 
-
In schools where the whole social life is already subsumed under some for-m 
of student government , the ideals of American democracy are being wrought into the at-
titudes and behaviour of every student. One school has given us an example of the 
peculiar combination of our humanistic ~~d democratic blending of ideals. A whole 
student body organized to repres~nt the parties of the ancient Roman Government! A 
return to the Golden Age, indeed! Some schools have organized on the plan of the 
Republican National Committee preserving the status quo in the Age of Gold! If we are 
going to make our schools laboratories of community life, and political diplomacy, why 
not organize on the plan of the League of Nations , nnd settle the matter of Silesia, the 
Ruhr Basin, and the various Mandatories in the ·sohool Elections ? 
.It is in the Social studies that the principle of Internationalism will re-
ceive the greatest attention and where it will mruce the greatest contribution. 
~ \.t 
f\. too much to · say that this wider outlook will give new life, fuller purpose , interest, 
coordination and bale..nce to our new courses in General Social Scienc e~ In relation 
to civics, economics, co1nmerce , history the new motive will find application at many 
points, give meaning to community end individual experiences as they interblend with 
world forces. The individual's .adjustment to society v7ill be incomplete unless he 
learns in school his relation to personalities distant from him in space and time. 
Universalizing , socializing , familyizing must be on the basis of world brotherhood; 
and also relate the child to past, present, and future on the basis of an eternity of 
time, - the immo~tality of personality. 
In Normal §chools. 
£( 
ll Q-.; 
Hon. Je.mes Bryce says in the volume "Promoting Good Citizenship, 4.he 
responsibility of forming ideals and fixing standards does not belong to statesmen 
alone. It belon~:;s to the intellectual leaders of the nation, and especially to those 
v.ho address the people in the Universities and through the press. Teachers, writers , 
journalist s, are forming the mind of modern nations to an extent previously unkno~n. 
Here they have opportunities such as have existed never before, nor in any other 
country, for trying to inspire th.e nation with a love of truth and honour, with a sense 
of .the high obligations of citizenship, and especially of those who hold public office. 11 
}.~r. H. G. Hells in "An Apology for a World Utopia" caJ.ls attention to the 
responsibility of teachers. He says, 11 \'le have to spread this idea of a Federal World 
state as an approaching reality throuGhout the whole world . We can do this through a 
hundred various channels. Vfe oru1. do it through the press, and through all sorts of' 
literary expression , but chiefly through our schools, colleges, e.nd universities. 
It is to the task of creating the idea, the hope and the expectation of o. World State 
in as many minds as possible that Iask you to ·give yourselves . To us who are vrri ters 
and teachers, there comes novr this possibility of splendid creative ;-mrk. 
think it will appeal to us in vain.tt 
I do not 
We must have great ideals and we must have great teachers. If the common 
life and the corporate spirit are vrorth anything they are worth paying for in time 
given to the prepe.ration of teachers . Hormal schools must direct , quicken and sus-
tain these ideals in the minds of teachers, so that their whole teaching career will 
become a demonstration of tho statement that "an ideal is a oondi tion of sustained action . It 
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In various vrays during their student career, the lives of f u ture teachers, can 
b e touched with the message so th~t they will go forth ready to uphol d the hands of all 
who aim to sprea<f the acceptance of th e. ideo~ of peace. 
4. Tn OolleEes and Vniversities. Colleges and universities are expected 
to be one of the chief sources of strength of the League Conuni ttee on Intellectual 
Cooperation. This is shown by the fact that among th.e first plans of the committee is 
an inte~niversity congress. One reason why the problems of higher education are 
taken up before t~e question of cooperation in popular education is undoubteQly that 
stronger international research bodies on this higher level already exist, ~mel resources 
for such an attempt are more easily available. Another reason may be the thought that 
international cooperation on the part of universities in positions of leadership n.nd 
inf'luence may by social imitation spread the idea and increase its popularity in all 
other educational levels. Universities have been slow to throw off tradit ion . But 
once they hive asswned the modern point of vievr of social service, they have been 1.:m-
ex:oelled as for ces for bringing the higher culture, as well as practical effici ency 
to the r.J.asses of the people. Their extension course s must henceforth include accurate 
..JUL 
information and suggestA' solutions in regard to international affairs. 
During the nar Universities gave students and resources to the nation. 
l,,Ir. :TI;lihu noot, before the S . A.T.C. at Columbia , said ttA new era begins when all the 
learning of Ameri ca is now laid on the altar of service ." 
Ex .... President rTilson, in a message to the students Army Training Corps, said: 
"By t his step you have ceased to be merely individuals , each seeking to perfecJc. hinself 
to win his place in the world , and have become comrades in the comu1on cause of making 
the world a better place to l ive in. You have joined yourselves with the entire man-
h ood of the country and pledged, as did your forefathers, your lives, your fortunes and 
your sacred honor to the freedom of humanity." 
University students, during the war responded to the great ideal of humanity 
vrhich recognizes that all classes, rac es , e.nd nations rejoice and suff'er t ogether ..... 
responded more nobly than ·any other group., Besides the splendid sacrifices on the 
field , this fact might be shown by the student vote on the Covenal'lt of the League of 
l:lations in 410 colleges and universities, - upproxinately 140 1000 voting for the League 
and only 20,000 opposed . 
~ 
A program of Education based on idealism, service , and international ~epend-
ence and obligation, aroused tho enthusiastic support of not only the students but of 
the college presidents also. President Lemuel H. Mul"lin of Boston University , expresses 
the ideals for service of such s chools : 
.v.--
"Every child, rrhatever his occupation , has an /\alienable rieht to a 
full share in the race 1 s heritage of thought and f..n.~_ling , its 
aspiration and hope, as distinct from his share in:n;>rimeval heri t-
ave of nark; this will necessitate larger attention to vitalized i~struction in liberal courses in history , literature, economics, 
sociology , and the theory and practice of Christian living. 
President Wils on 1 s Program of Oosmopoli tan Education - with educ ati on 
defined as participationlln the racers her1~age or-B1i~~inG, feeling 
and wor king - is the ideal of the future; and being one of the most 
precious goods of life, it must be fully, fairly, equally, and widely 
distributed among all clas se~. Thus, and thus only, shall we begin 
to do our ·share in making the world safe for democracy and in ma..~in"" 
democracy safe for the vrorld ." a 
Th e interpational idealism of the war years must not be allowed to die. 
In times of peace Universities must ·furni sh leaders and sta.11.dards to democracy, and 
must encourage international ~ooperation in s cience and philosophy and commerce. Be-
sides advanced a.11.d popular courses in history of foreign relations and international 
lavr, which rrilJ. sun up and complete the elementary instruction in the same subjects 
in the grades and high school, Universities may contribute in other 1rays . Inter,.;. 
national exchange of Professors and student-s: visits of groups of l~aders for the 
study of educat i onal systems and nethods, the organization of polity clubs in colleg es 
and universities alJ. over the world. l (See "vn1at the Public School Can 'Do Toward the 
Haintenance of Permanent Peace", Fannie Fern Andrev<s , U . E.A . 1916). 
Such a program vrould give rise to t wo tYPes of leaders for the international 
educational prograE , research worke:t;s, and propagar1dists. Reorganization of cour ses , 
;;riting of texts, adaption of curriculum material s to nevi methods and objectives, from 
the courses in- citizenship and ethics in tho elementary s chool, through t he general 
social science cour.,o.es in high school, to the grea·t departments of international law 
and world relation - ships in our colleges , all this work will require the dedication 
of a b ody of scholars and research vmrkers . 
Secondly, we need popular organizations for propaganda , with leaders and 
speakers able to burn this message into the hearts and minds of the people. Through 
such orga.nizHtions }).as al\7aYs come rene\ved life in ou r schools. 2. ( See Cabot , Volunteer 
Help to ol.ir Sohools.) 
Through such workers the international idealism of the University vrould find 
1 . ' a nnie Fern And.rev1s, "\",'hut the Pub} ic School Can Do Toward the :·.~aintena nce of I'er r.:-,anen t 
Feace", !;. -s . A. 19J6. 
!? .• C: n n nt.. ~rn l nnt.A.P.r ~Toln to nul' ~Qhoo1 s . 
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practical and popular acceptance and application in the lifo of t he nation. The 
University along with every other power or possession of society is e.n instrur1tent of 
service . President Harper said ttThe University is today serving democracy as prophet , 
priest and ldng.lt "Similarly are not all colleges and universities," says President 
Hadley 1 "oalled to serve a geniune religious function both in our domesti c1 economic 
and industrial order, and in the international world order toward which vre are being 
irresistibly driven? In war time colleges and universities of all lru1ds contributed 
to the resourc es of their governments . But all college and university men would feel 
it a far greater privilege to contribute ~o the constructive and unifying forces of a 
better day." 
The place and vmrk of a Vlorl d Educational Association as a voluntary agency 
of international uni versity cooperation becomes evident from the following statement 
from the League Ooi!lr.littee Repol't. "The cause of international friendship would be 
greatly strengthened , and civilization itself would be more firmly established , by any 
agency vThioh vrould contribute to more permEl;nent ond more intimate relations between insti-
tutions for higher education in the different countries . Nev ertheless , all schemes for 
the organization of inter,.....university relations should be based on the principle of free 
cooperation , and anything resembling a systematic centralization of inter-university re-
lations is to be avoided with the greatest care. 
"Furthermore while the Committee considers that it is nec essary to improve 
higher edu cation by seeking to perfect t he quality of study, by stimulating pure scien-
tific worl.::: , and by increasing general learning with a view to combating an excess of 
specialization and professionalism, at the same time higher education cannot with im-
punity be separated from popular education. 
"At a time when the gap between the intellectual aristocracy ~>d the masses 
appears to be widening - a fact whi ch constitutes a real danger - it is sbsol'.:ttely 
necessary to maintain or to reestablish contact between the aristocracy of intellect 
and the people, to establish between them the greatest possible number of channels 
for i ntercourse and approach. This is another requirement of modern civilization. 
The purely scientific aspects of Education must not be lost sight of;, for it .' is n13.inly 
upon the universities t hat t he duty falls of forming the teachine personnel in every 
country~" 
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E. The \forld Educational Association would assure the success of' the 
Committee on Intellectual Cooperation of the League of' Hations. 
First, ByOonducting Educational Research. As has been pointed out 
above , the problems of'· international education are most numerous and perplexing. Their 
solution will require years of investigation and colaboration by experts. These problems 
are not only those of educational theory, -philosophic foundations , aims and objectives 
of education, the content of the international curriculum, the perfection of methods of 
teaching good-;-dll, - but they concern also the most difficult questions of educational 
administration, - laneuage ' difficulties, the exchange of periodicals, the standardization 
of school systems from kindergarten to university. The secondary schools alone of the 
different nations present a bewil.\ering variety; the best scheme of organization must be 
universalized. Will this result in a standardizing of two-class school systems of 
industrial and cultural schools, or will it result in universalizing democracy's educa>-< 
tional ladder? 
The \7orld Educational Association, through its variou s divisions and departments 
and their committees could render invaluable service in piaoing at the disposal of the 
Leaguets Oocrmittee the b est thought of leading national educators on these vexing problems. 
A vast body of technical information could be gathered in this way which it would be next 
to impossible otherwise to accmnulate. The League Contrnittee and its appointees vrould be 
far too small a..1'1d unrepresentative to deal adequately with these nun1erous problems. 
2. This brings us to our second point, namely that a World Association 
could secure the voluntary cooperation of national professional societies. The problems 
of international education cro1 best be solved by a voluntary professional organi zation. 
The league Committee Report emphasizes the necessity of advisory rather than coercive 
measures. It is far too early for the League, in view of the jealousies in regard to 
infringement upon State Sovereignty , to even hint at possible authoritative measures. 
This means that the League Committee on Education needs the World Educational Association 
to make its work effective. Democratic organization requires that before power can be 
exercised f'ron above, it must first be handed up from below. If the teachers of' the world 
are ever to obey or even respect the recommendations of a League Connnittee they must feel 
that they have had some part in its deliberations , that it is in fact representative of' 
their united opini on, the executive of the best thought of the entire educational world. 
Effective progress requires demo cratic participation in educational reform. 
several international associations have made an effort to secure the mtpport 
of the League Committee for their adve.ncement. They have , in diplomatic phrase, placed 
t h eir services at the disposal of the League. Not all of these associations, perhaps 
1 
none , will receiv e official support. The best way for all to serve the League is for 
t hem to unite in a Vorld Educational Association tll.rough which each can contribute its 
efforts , and by union secure strength and benefits vrhich lack of coordination makes im-
possible . Various organizations have contributions to muke to the field of education . 
Scientific , philosophic, sociological, and missionary societies , if they are to make 
their work in the largest measure available for World Edu cation , should uni te in a World 
Society where their vari ous contributions can be put through the crucible of specific 
educational treatment, and turned over to the League Committee ready for use . Such an 
Association would obviate the unseemly rivalry of ntlli1erous soci eties for League support , 
and place the ed~cational work of the world upon a truly representative, d~nocratic basis . 
3. Because of its democrati c character such an Association would prevent 
educational bureaucracy in international affairs . Should the League come into the control 
of autocratic reactionaries , the voluntary professional association would go far to pre-
vent a return to traditional methods in education; and should Bolshevistic or revolut~onary 
elements gain control, .the \'Torld Association would serve to prevent extreme radicalism in 
educational affairs . It Ymuld serve as the balance wheel of internationa~ educational 
4 . By conducting Ecluco.tional S~lrv eys . This is mentioned as one of the 
most necessary , iTILD-ediate , and obvious ·t.asks vrhich the World 1\.sso cis.tion could perform 
for the League. Through tho proper bureaus it could gather up the data which has al,_ 
' ' 
ready been assembled by professional societies and national authorities. The assembling 
and correlation ·of such data would aff'ord a f acJGUal basis for the initiation of a prac-
tical proeram. 
such surveys would reveal dominant world needs just as war-time agencies l'e-
vealed vital defects in national education. It vras found, for instance in the United 
s tates, that the most serious educational defects existed in the field of health educa-
tion, - 29 % of our drafted men being physically unfit; in vocational and industrial 
education , - the rebuilding of a broken vrorld requires skilled labor; in social education , 
fevr mll be qualified to exercise the privileges of initiative, referendum, and recall 
unless the school age is extended to 18 yrs. so that all may receive instruction in 
• 
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citizenship and social science. The reooval of iJ li terucy, the necessity of American-
isation~ the equulizinp, of educational opport11nities, the improvement of t eacher prepara-
tion have been er.1phasized recent ] y as of great national interest. ':'hese problems a.re also 
i n ternat ional. ~here sbocrld be a world n ccoant i ne of educational resources, revealing con-
di tions and needs which should receive imnec:Hate atten t ion. The educational survey, in charg1 
of· iVorld Educa t ional As sociation, would prove an administrative t ool fo r furnishing infor-
mat ion of great v:1lue to the Leap-ue Committee in its work . 
5. By c1l(..l.m[)ioning- needed reforns . Suppose for example that a world survey 
should. reve~ 1 the following condi tions : 
(a) Literacy. Only one rran in~ doz en in the non-Christian world can read or 
write. Only one worn:J.n in twenty- five is literate. We t h i nk that the United states is 
handicapped by an illi teracy rate of seven out of a ha~dred, but among three-fifth s of 
the inhabi tunts of the wo r ld the rate in ninety-five in a hundred. !Lore tho.n half of 
the g-rcnt nations of the world have an illi terac:v rate of over 501. 
(b) Health. Ill health defeats the ends of education, l owers standards of 
Jivi ng and leaves a srmll margin of ph:,rsical cap ita l to sustai n organized schools . 
It is not.the purpose of thi s raper to suggest specifi c t:rl;e s of health educa-
tion. Corn.'Ilittees of the Association would hliJ.ve the tecnnicn.l task of det ermi n ing which 
type of education w·d.s most needed in a particular situat i on. It has been su~ested that 
some form of education in regard to birth control is needed i n the Orient. Whether this 
is a mutter y;hich can be handled by immedi a te] y effective r.1easures , or ·whe ther it must be 
left to the slower "controls" broaght about by the dissemination of hi gher moral a.nd reli-
gi ous standards wou} d form one of the problems of such a Cor.1mi t tP.e. ;,~any other such 
problems ure saggested by the following facts : 
I n fa nt mortality in ten of the wor1 d's most populous countries ranees from 250 
to 550 in every 1000. In China, the China Year Book re ports i nfant deaths are so much a 
matter of course that babies a re rarely g iven funerals as adults are~ the littl~ bodies 
are tossed i n to the sc::weng-ers' carts th~lt go th.roqgh the sity streets. Th~ average length 
of l if'e in the United States is forty-five year s fo r men and forty-three yea r s for women . 
The average length of life in I ndia is 1 i tt l e more t llli.n half that - t\'l;ent::;-fi ve years for 
men and only twenty-three for women . Twent:1 years of productive hu111..a.n life wastedS The 
death rate in . ~Jew York City has been reduced 13.6 pe r thousand··people . Th e f ollowing 
death rates tell sud tales for those l ands where thwe worth of human Jife is not sewell 
recognized : Japan, 20.6; Ceylon, 24; India. 32.7; Chile, 25.7 and i:.ialaysia, 29.2. 
Consider the medical schoo}s alone. ':'!:e United States has ninety-six first class 
mediaal schools , one for almost every million of population. Java has oh]y two medical 
schools of ::.my sort f or a population one-third as r~reat as tr,at of the entire United States. 
Siam has one school for eight million people , I.!ala;-Tsia one for 
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three million; and Egypt one for twelve million,. China has one medical school for 
each sixteen million people, and many of these institutions are far belon the American 
standard of quality. 
(c) Industry and Child Labor.. The economic condition of a country must be such 
as to support its system of education. 
Is a school system necessary which will offer to every child the privileges 
of education? The margin of v:eaH,h must be sufficient to pay for schools al'ld tee.chers, 
and the income of' the family must be such as to· permit the ni thdrawal of children from 
productive l abor . 
The bulk of the world's supply of labor is illiterate ! 
Seven hundred thousand J apanese vmmen are in the silk and cotton mills of 
Japan, herded in company dormatories , -rrorking from 11 to 16 hours a day. One-third of 
them contract tuberculosis each Year. In Shanghai , China , 30,000 girls come up each year 
to work in the factories at one cent an hour. 
There is no o.ge limit for the employment of children in Chinese industries. 
Japan has r!lore than 100,000 children under fifteen employed in her factories • 
The ne-rr economic life of th e bacb-mrd rac es also is nea.1<enin& the old 
religious and social ties. Home life changes, workingmen are becoming class-conscious, 
as .is illustrated by the increase of strikes in India and Japan , end neyr social groupings 
are formed. Unless influences of international education begin to operate in modifi-
oat ion of the present order, the advent of self- governi!lent in Asia w·ill merely open the 
door to industrial conflicts bitter and wasteful in a degree n ow hardly l'ealized,. 
(d) Elementary Education. 
-~- ~------ ~
The per capita expenditure on elementary education 
ra.•1ges fr9m India, t hree 9ents• Peru, tvreni;.y-six cents; Japan, fifty-two c ents; 
France ;i1.56; Uraguay ~3- 18: Argentina, ~3 . 36 ; o.nd u. s. ~~4.92. 
For seventy-seven million children China has only fif t y thov.san.d primary 
schoolsa To make eclucation universal one million schools o.nd tvro million teachers are 
needed. 
There are more than fifty million children of school age in India, but only 
between five and six million children a r•e e:n..rolled in primary schools. The literacy 
rate for India is six out of one hunCl.red--and fully five out of the six are men . 
scarc ely one child in ten in three out of five countries in the world, 
gets even a primar;)7 education. 
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M:any more pertinent and useful facts than these might be gathered by a world 
educational survey . It vrould be the busines s of' +.he World Educ:s>.tiona~ Association 
having secured the facts, to make recommendations to the League Committee as to o. 
course of action . And whatever steps nere tsYon the /l.ssooio.tion woul d use its in-
. 1. 
fluence to secure the needed reforms. 
(fote : The material in this section has been taken directly from the World 
Suryey volurnes of the Interchurch World Movement.) 
6. By moulding popular _?pinion. That is one of the functions of 
education, to mould public opinion in the direction of rational attitudes and right 
choices in norld affairs . Educational issues are vital to the majority of people in 
modern republican nations. The fight for freo universal education has been long and 
grievious , and the exten sion ru1d equalizing of educational opportunities is still a 
closely contested issue. A World Educational Association could serve, on the one 
hand the League of Nations , by popularizing its cause and its rrork .a.J.Mng teachers, 
parents , business men , the vrorking masses, showing how the League Commi tteo on :Intel-
lectual Cooperation was endeavoring to extend to all an opportunity to share the higher 
goods of life. On the other hand the World Association would directly serve the people 
by bringing their needs to the attention, and championing their cause .bef'ore the highest 
a.uthori ties. 
In classical phrase, Viscount Bryce stated the case for pub lic opinion.. ttrt 
is by moral forces that nations live. Moribus antiquis Stat res Romans. virisque. It 
is in the development of intellectual and moral sympathy rather than in formal alliances, 
unions often unstable and sometimes exciting jealousy or suspicion in other nations, that 
we may find that kind of cooperation which will best promote the 11elfare of mankind . 
The time has surely cone when a supreme effort should be made to inspire, in the most 
enlightened and farsighted minds in all the peoples a spirit of good- will which may re-
place international hatreds by a sense of common interests and a vision of the blessing 
concord may bring." 
This is the task which the World Educational Association by its strategic 
position and its close contact nith the minds of the people, would be peculiarly fitted 
to perform. The World Educational Association does not need an apology as a utopian 
dream, but it deserves support as an institut ion which can develop industrial e.nd 
social efficiency, by increasing moral a11d religious values. 
1. lTote: ':'he material in thls sectlonhus been taken dire ctJ:l from the 
".'or}d Survey volur:1es of the Inte1•chureh \lorJd Movement . 
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At the time of the Peace Conference, \'Joodrow Wilson said, ttvlhat the world is 
seeking to do is to return to the paths of duty, to turn from the savagery of interests 
to the dignity of the performance of right. It is moral :Loree as mu ch a s physical 
force that has defeated the effort to subdue the world. It is the conscience of the 
vmrld which v< e now mean to place upon the throne which others tried to usurp.tt 
The World Educational Association, by helping to place conscience upon the 
throne, may have a large influence in determining whether the \7orld goes the vm.y of 
Empire or the vmy of Service and Cooperation. Kingdoms are built by service and it 
is the service of the school teachers of the world which is going to build. the kingdom 
o:f the World. The nature of this kingdom will largely depend upon t he spirit which 
a World Educational Association instills in the international professional conscious-
ness. The future aafety o:f the nations depends upon the international cooperation of 
their leaders, prophets and teachers. The nay to which the \7orld ¥rill turn in the 
future depends on the vray in which children are novr guided. If the ~orld Educational 
Associa3~ion does its work faithfully, the teachers of the world , stimulated by the same 
spirit, with their eyes on the same goal, will take the hands of little children and 
so lead them that all their ways through home and school, and all relationships of' 
social and politi cal life, may be the _way of the Christ who said, rtr am the Way and 
the Lifeff; so that those symbols, the Holy Family, the Holy City, and the Kingdom o£ 
God, into which have been poured so much of human love and human sacrifice , may come 
to be realities upon the earth. 
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ADDENDUM 
{Due to Comments of First and Second Readers) 
THE MERITS AND DEF3CTS OF DEMOCRACY 
The Democratic Experiment and its ?rospects of success 
Introduction. 1. Democracy as a moral ideal . The presence of 
t he idealist in politics is not an accident. Politics i s the battleground 
where the conflict of ideals is fought out. Conflicting views of life issue 
in conflict ing attitudes toward Democracy. These contract ing attitude s toward 
life have been expressed ~s the pructical versus the ideali st ic, the Helleni c 
versus the Hebraic, poet versus prophet, Bohemian versus Puritan, Phenomena-
list versus Absolutist , materialist versus religionist. Illustrations of these 
opposing atti tt1des may be found throughout the literature of political dis-
oussion. "The saner political theorist holds that in secular matters it is 
better to v.alk by sight than by faith", says Sir Henry Mai ne: to which Bryce 
replies, nr~1thout Faith nothili.g i:; accompJished and uope is the mainspring 
of I<'aith. Democracy will never perish til l after Hope has expired.•• The as-
pirations for democracy have followed the swing of the pendulum from the desire 
for a return to t he state of ~ture to the desire for a future state of millen-
nial blessedness. Throughout all life, as >vell as in politics , there is thi s 
seeming antinomy of desires. 
"Some sigh for the glories of this world, and some 
Sigh for the Prophet' s Paradise to come." 
The arguments for and against democracy take their color from these 
dominant attitudes; moods direct the search for proofs. The practical mind 
must deal with human being as he is. "with all his imperfections on hi s head"; 
the mood of faith believes in "taking men on the basis of their hopes rather 
than of their achievements," and tha t "we work less through what we are than 
/ 
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through what we worship1'. @. Here also, we find the contrast between t he wiJl 
to believe , and the believing wiJ:i , between subjective and object ive standards. 
between truth as created and truth as discove.1•ed. Some woul d hold th e moral i t y 
is the 11roduct of socialization, that "we will never be ent irely Christianized 
until \Ve are thoroughly deinocra t ized". Others beliAve that democracy is the re-
sul t of an objective mora) ideal sought and served as a permanent real i ty by a 
changing socie ty; that the stability of democracy d0pends upon the fre e devotion 
of all the peopl e , governed and governors , to an independent and universal moral 
object. The enduring fame of washington, Lincoln and Wilson i s due t o their 
consecrat i on to this i deal. That dewocracy could not endure without the cultiva-
tion and di ssemi nation of religious ))rincipl es was the con vi cti on of ''lashingt on. 
Lincol n was concerned not that 11od should be on his side , bu t that h e sh oul d be on 
God's side. "Mr. Wilson stood with more ClP.arness and distinction than a.ny other 
man of our time for the moral idea of the Nati on. " (~. 
2. Democracy as a metanhysical hypothesis. 
Do no t these seemingly contradictory attitudes or ant inomies of ex-
peri ences arise because we do not view them under the aspect of eternity? May 
no t thesi s and anti t hesis be unified in a higher synthesis if only we can r ise t o 
high enough spiritual ground to comprehend it? 
. On the one side ar(~ the pos i t ivi sts , who disregarding metaphysics, 
regard denocracy as a great social experiment, to be justified by its works . On 
the oth er the idealist finds in democracy a "beloved community" in time, the inex-
plicable manifestation of an eternal Abso l ute • . A metaphysical theory which can 
provide a synthesis of the necessary truths of both these pos itions , elimina.ting 
their contradictions , should pr ovi de a firmer foun~~tion for democracy than either 
(ll Hocking, Human Nat ure and its Remaking. Page 388. 
(2l Rev. George A. Gordon. 
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one alone. The cJiscussions in regard to democracy wander throug-h many fields of 
human thought . In each of these fields faith and doubt, phenomenalism and 
metaphysics are contending for the right of way. One who is looking for arguments 
for or against democracy may therefore take his choi ce between gene tic or formal 
l ogic, between a creative society or a crea ted soci ety, between prudential or 
providential mor al ity, betwoen social Religion or Revealed Religion. Or a synthetic 
view may be evolved to reconcile the seeming contradic ti ons. Dogmatically stated 
no such synthe tic view which takes into account all the facts of experience and ex-
plains them i n a coherent manner, can be arrived at short of metaphysics . The f ounda-
tions of democracy r est on metaphysi~l theory. Politics deals with metaphysical 
beings ; the word nseJf't is a theoJogical term. The permanence and uni versality of 
Jaw depends upon the permanence and universality of reality. ~he f oundat ion of 
ri ghts is moraJity; and the guarantee of morality is given only by philosophy and re-
1 igion. "~.Jhen we speak of the ri ghts of man and the duties of man, the respec t we 
accord them is measured by our belief that they belong to man as a metaphysical 
entity, a \'lard of the universe."~/ 
3 . The proofs of democracy. "The democrati c exper iment,. is a phrase 
which i s often used by both the advocate s and opponents of democracy. It seems to 
place the em~hasi s on the changing rather than the permanent eJements . Democracy 
i s looked u110n as the inductive method in politics. But aJ l induction rests u~on 
the metaphysical assumpt ions , - that knov:l edge is possible , that "man is a being, 
apt for the task of interpreting nature," (Royce} ; "has a natural bent in accordance 
with nature's" , (Pierce); that there is an "inner uni ty between rran and the mrld." 
(Kant } Wi thout metaphysics no proo f of anything, democracy included, is poss i bJe . 
It is be cause man's ideas "totlCh base in a non-impulsive background" of universal 
substance, that they have any value in solvi ng the di fficul t ies of experi ence. 
(1) Hocking , Human 1~ature a.nd its Remaking. Fage 425 .. 
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Professor Hocking says , "If the huma.n will i5 to find any spot of complete mastery, 
it can only be poss ibl e thr·ough some such grasp of values that endure; men can only 
be born free as they are born thus rational and prophetltc •" V 
"If I know, as I do, that my own experience of physical nature is an 
experience universal and sharable , it r~y be t hat beliefs, emotions, reasonings , 
principles, should a~pear to me with a like universality.•• ~ 
nsome passion for objectivi t y, for reali t y , for Substance , quite pri or t o 
other })assi ons there is at the bottom of an idea; a passion not ·wholly of an unre-
1igious nature , not wholly: unakin to the love of God." @/ 
On the other hand there is reason for the objections which have been made 
a~d inst the aristocrati c imposition of an abstract, formal , authoritarian ethi cs or 
logic on a concre te and changing nature and society. ~he fo llowing quotation ex-
presses one aspect of the situation • .,The whole conflict be t ween conservative and 
Jiberal in religion, economi c s , politics , or what not , is at bottom a logical con-
f lic t , a battle royal between formal logic and the logi c of science. The basi c 
quest ion at issue in all these fields is simply: Is t he sta t us quo unquesti onable 
because it is the inherited status quo , or should it be subject to unl imited t est 
and experimentation in the laboratory of changing conditions and advancing knowl edge?"~ 
To say t hat democracy is the i nducti ve method in poli tics is not to over-
l ook the necessity of hypothesis, nor the place of de cluction from established princi-
ples. But the democratic hypothesis mu st establish a working contact with political 
life , and be open to revi si on with enlarging experi ences. "It is only because the 
law was to Kant a point of contact be~een exuerience and a world metaphysical, 
( 1) Hoclcing , Human Uature and i ts Remaking. Page 305 
( 2} Hocking, ':'he r~eaning of God in HurP.an Experi enc e . Pag·e 506 
(3 l Hocki ng , The Meaning of God i n Hurro.n Experience. Pnge 123 
( 4) R. w. nelson., Am. Jn. sociology, 29 : 568. 
intelligible and total , that it could seem t o command the a llegiance of practi cal 
r eas on .•• (!/ 
"The apriori visi on of the human mind cannot safely proceed much fur-
ther than first princ iples; the detail of t h e l aw, like the detail of the body of 
science. has to be built by the aid of pragmatic considerat ions." ~ 
The pragmatic cr iteri on alone, however , i s only a negati ve, not an 
ultimate logical proo f. If democracy were no t a fruitful hypot hesis we should 
have some doubts as to its truth. But democracy could not be proved true simply 
on the ground that it works; it is a fruitful hypothesis because it is true , and 
not vi sa versa. Lotze say s that hypo theses must be thinka ble as well as useful; 
no t only adequate but congruent. " Hypotheses must be in touch with fact, con-
struc ted on t he determining conditions of the seen" , bu t the mind then has the 
power "to fit such necessitated resul t s into one self-consistent sys t em, with 
nothing l eft unexplai ned, incongruous or contra di ct ory . ~ 
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The final test of t he democratic hypthesis, the democratic experiment, 
nn.tst be then not only its fruitfulness in meeting human need, and sat isfying "wills 
to power" , but the reason why it does sati sfy must be explai ned . ~nis demands that 
tho theory be coheren t , uni versal , and objectively true in the sense of being self-
consistent and comprehensive. ":he system of thour-ht nn.ts t be seJ f-consi s tt~nt as 
well as consistent with the system of na ture. 
(1 } Hocking, Human Nature and its Remaking. Page 423. 
(20 Hocking , Human Hature ancl its Remaking . Page 315. 
( 3} Hi bben Logic. Page 307 
I • DE!.WC3ACY A COMPREHEUSIVE TH'SORY 
Democracy reconciles the contradictions of political exper ience , rt 
meets t he derrands of the categories of thollght and things - freedom and authority, 
unity and plurality , permanence anti change - fundamental principle s of thought as 
well as primal predicates of empirical reality . 
A. Freedom and Authority. 1. In the Self and in Society. 
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The state is based upon finite selves who are both bond and free. Bound 
by the limitations of natural law, habit, and obligations to society. The d.oman of 
freedom is limited yet within it ·there is room enouiTh for moral tragedies and moral 
victories. The hi~1est freedom is moral fr~edom; yet the perfect will must subject 
itself t o · the government of the hi !1'hest law. In society the freedom to gain social 
values is ba lanced by the restrictions which society places on liberty. A citizen 
has both ri ghts and duties. AH nbelonging" brings not only advantages but bondage 
also. 
2. In the State. Under a despotism slaves are never completely governed 
by others so long as their moral will remains unbroken. Yet in a democracy the 
citizens are never completely self-governing so long as the functions of government 
are del ega t ed to others. •tThe moment there is a rnaster, " says Rousseau, "there 
is no longer a sovereign." But in obeying this the sovereign or general will, the 
people in a democracy are only carrying out the terms of a self-imposed contract, 
and hence attaini1~ their true freedorn. ~he sovereign will is identified with the 
moral will , and though a man is forced to be free, he gains the moral liberty which 
renders him master of himself. It is the impulse to appetite Which is slavery, 
and obedience to self-prescribed law which brings libert y. V 
Democracy reconciles the demands of freedom and authority so far as they 
can b t~ r econcilecl . '"l'here is 1nanifest here one of those a s tonishing attributes of 
(1) social Contract I:9 
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the body politic . by means of which operations which are in a:ppearance contradic-
tory are reconciled; for this is done by a sudden conversi on of a sovereignty to 
a democracy, so that without any sensible change , and by only a new relation of 
all to all, the citizens -become magistrates, - pass from general acts to parti e-
ular ones and ft-om the l aw to th8 execution of it. Such is the advanta ge peculiar 
to a democratic governrnent." V 
The interrelati on of freedom and authori ty, governed and governing, 
• 
are expressed in the pht-ases , -
"Powet- over is power for" - and 
"Power for is pmver over . " 
This relati onship is tr11e of any form of government to a limited ex-
tent , but it is only in a democ~acy, where the will of the people is sovereign, 
that power over t- epresent s a Draper balance of free dom and authority . The 
danger arises when democracies forget what their power is fot- . A maj ority may 
sometimes be as tyrannical as a king, but constitutio1~l guarantees of free speech 
and free assembly. and the right to amend the consti tuti on, give the mi nority 
liberty to make converts to new ideas. If freedom to promote and discuss ideas 
is unrestricted they shoul d gain power in proportion to their \'.orth . 
Rans seau ' s optimistic picture of the sovereign will as moral calls 
attenti on to the fact that both freedom und authority in a democracy rest on moral 
ideas . One will be truly free in that society which reflects ba ck to him his ideals 
of value. '.:'he moral ideal i s the ul t:ir.:ate object of obedience of bo th ruler and 
ruled . 1.1ost forms of government reCOf:,"l'lize the place of divine authority in the 
state, but only a democracy stakes its life on the presence of the di vine will in 
all the people. That the people have the power of di s cerning this ideal and the 
moral courage to obey it, is the faith of democracy . Fai th that this moral idea 
(1) Bk· II I Ch. 18. 
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has the powGr of the universe behind it is necessary to sustai n one's faith in 
democracy. .A. changing o.r fluctuating ideal having no permanent , or independent 
object ivi ty means the undermining of dmnocracy's foundations. "There is nothing 
in the wor ld of men or nature as we naturally see it, that can justly claim a 
complete allegiance. The salvation of a soul requires a divine intervention . " ~/ 
Does not the sal'ration of a state require a divine intervention~ also? 
B. Unity and rlurali t y. 1. In the Self. The contradictory experiences 
of identi t y and change are most fal~li~r to the self. Sensationalist or associa-
tionalist theories do not adequately account for a person who i s both subject and 
object , knower and known, permanent in the laws of his being although the content 
of experience is changing. Fersons are at once separate and social in their nature. 
A theory of governm1:mt must care for the growth and development of the wi11 t o 
power of each individual, at the same time interpre t ing this power in terms of il:ts 
wider social meanings . 
2 . In Social a:nd Political Theory. 
a. Epoism versus altruism. 
Vt'hen the will to power " comes to i tself" it finds that its own satisfac-
tion depends upon increasing the values of life for an men ev,~rywhere . The ten-
dency then is to sacrifice self for a cause. "It is the language of the patriot: 
I ma:y fail but the idea of liber ty must conquer; This measure of mine rr.ay be de-
feated b~ the policy or cause must triumth•" W Devotion to ot hers is to give 
meaning to thfl life of society; but where does tho individual get meaning to con-
tribute to the comnon fu..YJ.d ? The dilemma is this , that "to be disposed to save 
others, we must first be saved ourselves; yet to be saved ourselves we must be 
disposed t o save others. ~ The principle of vicariousness, necessary and noble 
(1) Hocking, Human Nature and i ts . Remaking. l1age 394 
(2) rfo king , The I\feanfng of God i n Humu.n :!!:Y.T:•e rience. Pa~e 497 
(3) Hocking , Human Ha tu:re and its ::temaking . }'age 385 
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as it is, is not final. :!<'or the individual will to have vaLle and power, t hAre 
munt be some kinship between finite wiJl3 and the wiJl of the universe . The will 
saves others not by its own power but by the power of a universal ideal in which 
all participate . The dilermm. of how fini t e wills may particip~~te in the infinite 
will i s resolved by the Divine Aggression or Divine Revelat i on. The unification 
of society depends upon something transcending as well as present in the phenomenal 
socia.J proc ess . Democracy is the theory of the state best fitted to cope with this 
society of metaphysi cal selves discovering and participating in an objective 
reality. 
b. The Individual versus the Community. 
Br yce points ou t these two tendencies·in human nature; one assering the 
ri ghts of the individual conscience ; the other , the ri ghts of society . Hereto f or, 
"the spirit of demccracy has fostered the sense of personal i ndependence , self-
determination, and self-reali zation of the individual citizen. For individuali t y 
is precious and the nation profits by the fr ee play of its best minds and t he un-
f ettered development of its strongest chara.cters.•·t:} But the expression of the 
other set of tendencies is finding its way also into the history of democracie s. 
Lately nthe world seems to be entering on an era when the principles of associated 
action and cormnuni ty dominance are gaining strength, Individua lism is :being balanced 
by a passion for moral reform and community welfare. state control restricts the 
sphere of individtlal will and freedom. But where the evident good of society is 
involved individual preferences will be forced to giv~ way.~ Democracy is prov-
ing its practicality py g1~duaJly resolving the conflicting demands of the indi-
vidual and of the communi t y. 
( 1) Bryce, ],~o dern Democracies PP • 61-62 . 
(2) Bryce , Modern Democracies P• 65 . 
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c. small groups versus Larr~e t~roups. 
Different theories of gove~~ent differ as to the place to be given 
to large group or small group ~ctivities. Both have their advantages and their 
disadvantages. ':'he srraJl group becomes responsible for the individual from 
birth to his entrance into society, implanting fundamental attitudes and lpyal-
ti es. ~he small group presides over the bi rth of new ideas giving them form , 
substance and power. The small group stands sponser for the birth of the spirit-
ual life; the church becomes responsible for the nurture of the reborn soul. 
Though tho members of a church , like ot her small groups , are tolerant of one 
another's faults, they are not indifferent to them. Other smaJl groups may 
offer a temporary companionship for misery, a temporary forgiveness for mistakes , 
but the Church i s a group of sim1ers being saved . 
srnaJl groups have their disadvantages . ~he swing of the penduJum 
carries them from a. lease Bohemianism to a narrow Bigotry . some smaJl groups 
become too tolerant , too free; others, often because of opposition- grow a hard 
shell as a protection from enviromnent - become narrow, strict , rigid, and exclu-
sive of new ideas and new~ life. 
~he advantages of the large group are that it incr eases the quantit~ 
and quality of mental Jife ; and provide the possibility of judgments of worth. 
Language arose because of the need for social intercommunication. Our level of 
inte"l].igenme , as we] 1 as out moral standards, not to mention economic we11-being 
and happiness, is lowered - aJl the~e developments are retarded by those who ob-
struct tho larger social unification, i nt ercommutlication, and cooperation, 
national and international. On the character of Dipl omacy depends not only Bread 
but Brains. The em9irical field of the State must be a s universal as possibJe , -
must include all living souls. 
The l arge group also has i ts disadvantages . Loyal ty to a large ~roup 
tends to b elittle persona], pr ivate and mnuJl-group obligations. The emperor 
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demands total loyalty. Its emphasis on universality overlooks the necessity 
of particularized, empirical and l ocal demonstrations of the moral ideal. Large 
eroup enthusiasm becorr:es thin, unreal and otherv.;ordly. Extreme cosmopol i ta.ni sm 
undermines local loyalties and national pa triotism. 
Other forms of government find it hard to r econcile these t wo necessary 
int erests in the large !_!roup and sma11 group. In an autocracy loyalty to the small 
group is incompatible with loyalty to a large ~roup . Small groups ab sorb instinc-
ti ve loyalties, carry the expansive power of new ideas and are in general revolu-
tionary in character. 
The democratic form is flexible enough to comprise both interests under 
its aegi s . In a democracy loyal ty to a small group becomes a way of expressing 
loyalty to a large group. This is because a de~ooracy can use all the products 
of the small group; the democratic spirit is hospitable to the new ideas and new 
life sprinf.dng from small group relations. James Boyle O'Re:iilly well expressed 
this thought in hi s gracious tribute "To the Iilgrims''• 
"Their freedom's very secret here laid down,-
The spr in~ of government is the little town l 
They knew that streams must follow to a spri nE; 
And no stream flows from township to a king . 
Give praise to other"', early-come or lat e , 
For love und labor on our ship of state ; 
But this must stand above all fame and zeal: 
The Pil grim Fathers laid the ribs and keel. 
On their strong lines we base our social health,-
The man - the home - the town - the commonweal th l" 
d. Fluralist versus Absolutist. The pluralist tends to emphasize 
individual and small group interests; and liberty. He is impressed with the irre-
concilable differences amon~ the members of society. ThOUfft he has a general 
prejudice against viewing Jife as a whole through metaphysical glasses, he 
generally ends up by trying to interpret al 1 of life in terms of one of the aspects 
of life; and in t rying to organize a State on the basis of one of the elements of 
human association. :rr.en have many interests and not one only; but the theory of 
the pluralist lacks a unifying element . BOSTO i·~ U i~ l VERS\T : 
COLLEGE. OF LiBERAL 
"--o:rv.ilf'l~, 
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The absolutist emphasizes the lar~e ~roup interests, and the place of 
author ity. Indi vidual differences are s1ighted over as of small significance . The 
monistic point of view tends to blot out moral distinctions and individual polici-
cal r e spons ibilities as inconsequential. Ak in to the pantheism of the East in 
whi eh the individual finds his freedom in absorpti on in t he All., this theory pro-
poses a democracy of insignificance. ~he State is given too exalted a place when 
it is identified with the World Spi:i•i t; and t rue freedom cons i sts in obedience t o 
all its manu.ates. The State itself owes an obedience to a transcendent moral order; 
only in :proportion to the cor.~pleteness and sincerity of this obedi ence does it have 
a right to dermnd allegiance from individuals. 
The democratic theory proposes a s~nthesi s of t he se two vi ews i n t he 
.concept ion of a social realism. Unity and pJurality in societ y can only be con-
c eived coherently in terms of thf: relat ionship of separa te souls to one ano ther and 
to the individual center of the universe. "All the forces of th e wor)d are drawn 
t oge ther in foci which we call pcrsolllilities or spirits : and the se ultimately into 
one . ':'he wi11 of man seeks union with the sinple Ct3nter of power which is beyond 
a nd within the world as the will o! · the worJd.'W 
"In order that two beings shoul d establi sh communicati on they must 
already have something in col'l!!lon. 'l."<I O bci~gs wholly independent are unable to 
approach each other. All actual a ppr oach implies a deeper-gain[<" pre s enc e as an 
established fact •"t/ 
"The only way to a realism of social experience is through a non-realism 
i n regard to the s tlrface of natilre. The objectivity of nature is i t s cor!lmunity. As 
space i s foun<l limited by no other than more sr)ace, so Self is found limited and 
individualized by no other than Othe r Self'nood. " ~ 
( 1) Rocking , Hurnan Ua t ure &.nd its Remaking. Page 3 2 9 . 
(2) Hocking , r;:'he Meaning of God i n Huwan :I!."'Xpe ri ence • Pa~~e 273 
(3 ) Hocking, The Meunint-~ of God in Ruman :8:xpe r i ence. Fo.ges 288-290 
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c. Iermanence and Change. 1. In the individual. 
Sir Henry Maine bas caJl e<l attention to the bmdages· of the individual 
in the chains of habit and cu stom. "The grea. t rr.aj ori ty of mank " ndtt , hA says, 
drawing illustra t ions fr om China a.n:l India, African and ~.~oh.amuedan, .. detest s 
change , and has never shown a particle of desire that its civil i n st i tutions be 
i mpro ved. Human nature i s no t wedded to cha nge ."W It is t rue that individuals 
cherish t he consciousness of a personal idcmti t y amid a changing experience. There 
is a permanent self which make s possible the experience of change. But the wil l i s 
soJdom wholly centralized or totally effective. Like clouds which obscure t he sun 
variatls incompl et8 sel ves float before the central eye of the mind. . 
Frofessor Hocking places the eMphasis not on bond..n.ge to habit but on 
human aspirations f ar better t hi ngs . ~he will to power does imply a unified self -
i t is a centra l instinct. But it also i ffiJ.JJien th'3 possibility of a rebirth of the 
sel f in terms of the cont inuous reinterpretati on of t he will to pov:er in the li t:tht 
of now i nsight into the meaniniT of life as a whole. Ins i ght, detach.rnent, vision 
means reinterpretation, r e valuation, reformation, The s trivin~ for satisfaction 
becomes t h e pursuit of perfection. s.'he "quest of meaning" becomes the "quest for 
blessedness" e.g) Sin become s the (leli vera te choice of the self to dwell in a dis-
i ntegrat ed personal world . Salvation derrands tho continuou:s reintegration of t he 
se l f t o make a place i n personal life for new meanings and new vaJue s . Rebirth 
implies b ot h per!!'llnence and change in the individual. Consequent on the pre sence 
of t h ese two el•:?rnents there are two kind~> of partic i pation open to a c itizen in a 
democracy. Conversion, rebirth, creativity be ing due t o contact with a permanent 
ideal, change itself de~ands participation in the vi s ion of perfection. A second 
lcind of par tici pat ion more often r eferred .to is parti cipation in the life of a 
chang ing s ociety. It is important for democracy to recognize part icipation in t he 
(1) Maine, Popular Gove rnmen t. PP• 134 , 144. 
(2) Hock ing , Human Nature and its Remaking . 
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permanent ideals a s wel 1 as in the changinrr a.cti vi ties of )ife. 
2. In the State . 
a. Autocracy and absolut is theorie s el"lphasize t he place of permanence 
as an essential principle of lav: and statecraft. Their arguments breath a desire 
f or uni ty and system; a profound reverence for tradition and deep rGspoct for 
achi evements of the past . They are usually based ur:on formal l ogic as suming a 
pr ior i certain authoritative hypotheses, such as divine right of kings, papal in-
fallibility , or the sovereignty of thfl na.t ional state . 
b. On the other hand, the non- m·3ta:physical view of democracy emphasizes 
change as valuable f or its o'•m sake. '::his is esp'3cially true of instrumentali s t 
and pragmat ic t heories. This vi ew is a popular one , but i t is not a credit to 
demo cra cy. I t is akin to the individua l ism which has :r educed democracy t o a "mere 
name s tanding for nothing unitary and real"·~ Such a whol esale re jecti on of 
permu.nent principles opens the way for the charge that .. a democrac~,, may be defined as 
a. crowd whi ch has imbibed delight i n change for its ovm sake" .l3} I'emocrac;y as a 
metaphys ical theory and democracy v,;i thout rnetaph:;sica l theory ma.ke3 a l l the 
diffe!'en ce between a dynamic del'!locra~ and a dissipated democ:racyt 
c. Democracy as a metaphysical theory has a pl a ce for both per~anence 
and change. Fr om the standpoint of a formal deductive l ogi c this mig-ht prove con-
tradic tory, which would only show t h e logic inadequate to explain the experience . 
From the standpo i nt of a li ve logic, rat her than a f ormal Jogi c, will ing to use the 
inducti vo as v•ell as the d.educti ve me thod, and t o modify hypothese s to meet the 
revelati ons of new ne· truth, change and permanence may live together in peace. 
Political cxpel:" ience derro.nds a theory to reconc i le and properly place these two 
element s; this is what democr acy does . The poet (O'Re iJly) again unites the se two 
/ sentiments-
{l) Hocking , J.'loral e and i ts Snemi es . l)• 79 
(2) I:Tuine , Popular Government . p. 134 
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•t.One primal test of ~'reedom- all combined ; 
One sacred Re volution - change of mind." 
"Change of mind" call s a ttenti on to the fact tha t democracy recognizes 
t hat g overnment is dealing with metaphys i cnl selves \'.:ho are both permanent and 
changing units of society. In t he socond place d emocracy regards the State as in 
process of change to meet changing conditions . I t s hypotheses are not authorita-
tive Jy and inevitably fixed, but are open to revision. Both Br yc e and Hocking 
call attention to the place of change in ti1e democratic experiment. 
Bryce goes so far as to sCJ.y t hat ••the only thing we do know about the 
future is, that it ·wiJl differ fror,, the past" . He goes on to say that "1hhat .9 ver 
else history teaches, it gives no g1•ouncl for expecting f.inality in a ny human insti-
tution. Tha t which the ancient po et said of the mind of man- t hat it changes with 
every returning sun, is true of nations also , whose thonght s ancl t emper vary from 
year to year , a nd true also of t ho i nstitutions men create, v;hich are no soon~r 
call ed into being than th·3Y disclose unexpecter.i defe cts , and be<; i n to decay in 
one part while still growirgin another •" Q.} 
Professor Hocking re sts the case of perroc-mence upon the constant purpose 
of a lovi ng Hind: "1'/h&.t we call l aws arc no s tabl e principles of natur e; they are 
exper imental adjustments r:m.de b;1 a mind which has a care both for the value of the 
whole and for the interest of every dot in the pattern , and 'Fi th the ceaseless 
vigilance and c ont inui ty of though of a n inventor, follows experiment with 
experi ment forever."~ 
Finally, democrhcy has a pla c s· for permanent princi ples . These are 
embodied not only in tradit ion and pub] ic opinion, but in the wri tten docu..-nents 
which fo1·m the founda tion of the laws of the land. Sir Henry 1,1ain e ca11s attention 
(11 Bryce, ~odern Democracies. P• 656. 
(2) Hock i ng , 1!ora]e and its ~nemi es . p. 84. 
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to the iron Constitution of the United states which ht~ says prevents om· changing 
democracy from goi!l{?.' to pie ces like a house ma.de of sand. Frofesaor Hocking says 
that the State provities a permanent moral framework for the democ.!'ati c experiment . 
"?he Sta t 0 provides the moral f ramework wi t hin which acts of sacrifice , a) J labors 
and offerings for the common good , may become signifi cant . •! Q) I t i s the state 
hich gi vas possibility of permanence to men • s work, save s it from becomi ng merely 
local and passing. ~·Apart from the State human experi ence would be a perpetual 
recurrence of anci ent mintakes. Wha t signi ficance and value our individual though ts 
and performances have is largely conferred on t h em by their polit i cal framework . ··~ 
I t seems to me that Burke's position so often referred to in def~nse of 
permanence and authority has at least an equal emphasis upon change, and is not out 
of harmony with the conceptions of u democratic state . In his " Refle c tions on the 
Revolution in France." he says -
" Our poli tical system is pl a c ed in a just c or..re s }10ndence a.nd syrrnnetry 
with the order of the world and ~:i th the mode of e.:xistence de creed to a permanent 
body composed of transitory parts ; wherein by the disposit i on of a stupencl.ous 
v1isdom, moulding· together the great mysterJ cus corporation of the hu.rn.an :race , the 
Y."nole at one time is never old or middle aged or youw;, but in a conditi on of un-
changeable constancy mGves on thrcw~h t he varied. tenour of perpetual dc!Cay, fall , 
renovation and TJrogression. '!:'hus in preser•rinG that method of natUl·e in the reno-
vation of the state i n wha t we improve we ure never whol ly new; i n what we retain 
we are never whol ly obsolete . 
Democr acy r egards the State us the permanent empirical representative 
of a universa l society . As such i t provides a. permanent guarantee for democracy, -
a permanen t foundation in the con sistent nuture and constant :purposes of Reality 
i tseJ f. Being :permanent in time the democratic state provides the eq11ipment f or 
( 1) Hocki ng, I.Ioral e and i ts ··~nemies . p. 90 
(2) Hocking , r.1oral e and its ~nemies. P • 88 
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self- knowledge and. seJ f-devel opment • for · a concrete i mmortal i t y; and being transc en-
dent as well as imrr..n.nent, beyond anti above . as .well as in society , it can })rovide a 
per:rnnnent r.1oral ideal in t he ~;ursuit and realization of which the s oul starts on its 
road t oward eternal life . 
II . D~F"iC'20 OF D"S.;OC~.ACY. 
In discus sions of th0 dnfects of democracy two attitudes towa rd human 
nature invariably appear. 7he attit11de of faith contempla t es tho infinite p~rfe ct i-
bUity of hUJmn nature. u s in the wri t ings of Condorce t; the attitude of doubt and 
p es s imism. is expressed, flnds it s point of a~trta:clt here, a s in the words of Si r Henry 
Y.aine , "The most permanent and fundamental of al l the defec ts of democrac y li es deep 
in the constitution of human nature . " 
1 . Demo crac;.z d i sregards the l~andnmrmtal Defec ts of IIurna.n ~~ature . 
This is the charge . ~hose defects are biol ogical, psychol ogical, and 
mora l. 't:ature i s non:..democr. tic ; only the fittest survive; an a:ristoc:·acy of bi rth 
i s natural .U) .Attention is called to 11 t h e benefici ent private war which make s on e 
man strive to cl i mb on the shoulde r s of a.nothGr and remain there thr ou~h t h e law of 
the survival of t he fittest .(t; Have not recent intelligence te.,ts shown the low 
mr:mtal i ty of tho masses of the people? \'hat foJ 1=>7 to trust the affairs of g·overn-
ment to t ho se who arc by natur~ of so low a mental calibre1V The poss i bi l itie s 
of refor!T. will always be lir.1i ted by the se mental and moral defects . Human natur e 
wiJl never change, in fact a bhorf; a chanr,~ which means moral effort wiJl always be 
finite and impcrfG ct ., ~ In private lifn th::~ people are alwa:,7 s se} fish and igno-
rant in t h r> mass. Democracies are noted for their bad rranners, sai d Hu:•ne . '.\'hen the 
governme:-1t i s in the hand.s o f thn r:usses these f undament al e vi ls a re accent uat ed and 
pub)ic and private moral i ty both decline . 
(ll i,laine , Popular Governmen t . P• 188 
( 2 ) Maine, :ropul ar Govern.'r!lent . P • 50 
( ~. ) Cf. Stodda rd , Th~ Hevol t Against Ci Vi ization. 
(4) Maine , popular Government . P• 170 
·, 
ur t is ce r t a in t hat in n o 'J:'ou tonic nation of our day i s t h e d i f f erence 
so ma rked betv:een the }JUb l ic and yH· i vu te standards Ol' mo1•a l ity as i n the u. s. The 
one is lower than it wa s in 1860; the l a tter. incon si s tent , as i t may s eem, is 
h i g;her • " ~ 
Yet if t h ere i s anything Ymrse t han corruption , sa ys Leck y , i t is 
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a c quie s c ence i n cor r upt ion . No feature of AmGri ca n l i fe strikes a s t ranger so p owe r..-
ful l y as the ex traordinary i nd ifference , part ly cyni c ism Fmd partl y good nature , v>'i t h 
which not or i ous f rauds and no t orious c orrupti on in the . sphere o f pol itics are viewed 
b y .Amer i ca n pub l i c opinion . It i s different f r on the poli t ica l t or p or of hal f devel -
oped nati on s and c or rupt desp oti 5ms . It is only t o b e e:xp1ained a s the natural , nor-
w.al res~ll t of Democra cy. " Lgl 
2 . I t i s charge d tha.t democracy c ontradicts funda.mental social p r inci-
ples. Be ca u se of the inerrodicable defects of hurr.an nat ure the pub l ic \':i ll never 
k n ow what i t wants . Even Rousseau admitted thi s : " Tho peopl e mea!l wa n but do not 
a l wa ys j adge v;eJ 1 . Th t' g •::n era1 dl l must be shown the r i ght path whi ch i t se ek s. 
The publ ic must b~ taugh t t o know wha t i t wants .•@) 7win evi l s thereupon ari se ; the 
i n d i ffer ence cf vo ter s and the use of generalized s logcl.ns . Th e v oters look u pon poli-
t ics f rom t he outsi de r...s a n inter8s ti ng game ; "specta.tor i t i s 11 i s a di s ease common 
i n democraci es. EJec ti on s are won by aT>poal i ng catch- word s , r ather than .facts and 
r a ti onal argumen t . Referrin[~ to Bentham ' s dic t um that ea ch i n workin~ for hi s own 
i nterest woul d bP. promot i ng t he happiness of aJl, r.:aine says '• I ndependently o f t h e 
di ffi cul ty o f obtaini n 3 any conc l usion f rom so vas t a m.lltitu de , there i s no s e cur i ty , 
t hat that multi t ude v;ill knov: what i ts mm ha:9pi ne s s is or h ow it can be promoted. '~ 
( 1 } PJJ.ode s ' Hi st ory of the u. s. Vo1. 3- p . 113 . 
{ 2 ) Le ck y , Democracy and Ubert y P• 11:3 
( ~ } s ocial Contact , II-6 
( 4) Haine , PO:J2Ular Gover nrnent. P • 166 
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b. Class wur is inevita ble. The historic mov~ment of the ~·;orld Spirit 
in th esis and antithesis r:alces futuro confEc ts certain. Progress comes fr om the 
f.riction d11e to competition, Democracy cannot provide soci a l runelioration or 
economic just ice. Because majorit ies wiJl al~~ys be controlled by interested wealthy 
minorities. Q) So long as 2% of the p0ople control 60~ of the \veal th of the country 
and 701, of the farms of the country a.ro in the hands of landed proprietors, democracy 
. will be a mere name, nthe subtlest defencP. of privilege •" Democracy has fail ed to 
function on the bread and butter , cJ othing and housing :~ide. "The suc cess of democracy 
must be in its abi1i ty to deal constructively and democratically with those economi c 
factors which mean life and happiness to the multitude ." 
c. Vox nopuli non vox Dei. The general opinion of a large group , when 
it can b e obtained, tends toward the averal:'~e , not toward the best. Majorities are 
not necessariJy wise • . A summation of instincts, no rratter how accurately measured 
does not lead to the ideal. A biological or statistical averaGe, t aken ar)art from 
J ogic or ethics , might n ot oven nppro:Kimate th!'l tr11th. But the political anthropo-
morphism which finds a meaninp· in hurrnn nature, take s man on his rational and 
prophetic s ide, has a basis for bclievine that vox populi may in time be an echo of 
the voice of God, even though it can never hold t hat vox Dei is merely an echo of the 
voice of the people. 
3 . Democracy cros·~es fundamental political principles. 
a. Democracy tends to losP. sieht of its ideal object. It becomes 
c omnon tn identify thP- ideal moral object with whatever t ransient ideals express them-
selves in tho comr:10n wil l. V:ha t ever is socially approved is ri~ht, is the 1'.Lt titud~. 
This results in medioc r ity of ideals, the ident ification of the Good with the average . 
Hera is the real "menace of mediocri ~· Democracies arA dim about what they are loyal 
to: they become State-blind.~ 
(1) Held by Selba 3ldridge, Politimcl Action, P• 314. A book thorotlghly naturali~ 
tic. Condemns ethica idealism as <loomed to disillusionment. 
(2l Hocking, 11ora.le and its ~omies. P• 82. 
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b .. Stabl e government demands respec t for the past ; whereas demo craci e s 
cut the cord Gf history. >~ Toleration of change and belief in its advantages is still 
fortunately confined to ~he smal l est p or tion of the human race . .. ~ 
c . l'.. general elec t orate produces ulterior results. On accGunt of the 
nccf:lssi t y of 11 p l aying to the public'' f ew go od men enter politi cs , and the government 
lacks th~ power to accompl i sh de cided changes for hQman good, ~he j udgment s of the 
'test men are vitiated by c ompulsory attachment to mediocre or uni nformed minds . A 
democracy also puts unusual restrictions Uli On tht1 executive . A government to be 
stro~ ~ust have pryNer and stronr. men to use it. A democracy, so it is s a id , has 
neither . 
d . Democra cies are hotbeds of controversy a nd co r ruption subversive of the 
ends of goovern.'1lent . Democ r acies arc cursed by par t y government , machine poll tics , 
and · irreconcilabl.:~ minorl tie s. A11 these troub l es are due to the repression of the 
natural arin tocracy. .l:'ew have ~mbj ected democracy to such sever crl t i cism on this 
score than has its el o q~lent defender, Visc ount Bryce : .. Every feature of the m:'1.chine 
is the !"8sul t of patent c~uses. ':'he elective officers are so numerous that ordinary 
citizens cn.nnot wa tch thcr.1 , and cease to care who gets them . ':'he convent ions come 
so often that busy men cannot serve in them, ~he minor offices are so unattractive 
that able men do not stand for them . ~he p1·imar3 lists are so contrived that only a 
fra ction of the party get on them, and of this fraction many are too la2y, busy or 
carel ess t o ut t end. The mus. , of th·: voters are i gnorant; knowing nothing about the 
personal merits of thP. candi dates tho~· are ready to fo1low their leaders like sheep. 
Even the better class . ho\";evor , they may f,'rumbl e are swayed by the inveterate habit 
of party loyalty, and pref(~r a bad candidate of their own party to a bettor of the 
opposite party . It is less trouble to put u:p with impure offic ials , costly city 
governments , a j obbing State le{';isJ.at•1re , an inferior sort of congressman. than to 
sacrifice one's own business in the effort to set things ripht . Thus the nu~chine 
(1) Uaine, Popular Government. :p. 170 
·works on and grinds 011t places , IJO\"Jer , unJ the opportunities of illicit gain to 
those who manage it . "GJ 
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e. Democracy is based on disproved theorie s'; stlch a s those of Ro usseau 
and Bentham. Such an argument is har dly ttdequate provided one is v:iJlin;::, to allow 
forth~ modification of hy-pothest'!s v;hen !JUt to the tests of exper i ence. Democracy 
is no t to .. be identified with any of its stlbsidiary hy11otheses, surely democracy can 
stand compRrison with an~1 other theory which has ev~r been put to the test of experi-
ment , as far as its coherence aml :fruitfuJ.ness ar9 concerned. 
However , it is c on tenJad by the opponent of democrac y that the above de-
fects are inherent in .the principles ancl cannot be correctecl by any machlne methods , 
or election devi ces. I s there no way then in which these defect3 , so far as they are 
rea1, may be overcome? 
III. I'ROPOS:s:D R~l'.1SDI :3:S AND TH~In PROSP'.::CTS O.l!' SUCCESS . 
••popular government es:peciaJ.ly as it approaches the democratic form , will 
tax to the utmost a.Jl the po1itical sagn.city ;r.nd statesmanshi p of the world to keep 
it :f'rom misfortune . Ea::.Jpily there are sorr.e facts VJhi ch suggest that it is not be-
y ond the p m-;er of human .r·eason t o discover remedies for its infirmit i e s. The great 
strength of some of the securi ties vihich t hr3 American Federal Constitut ion has pro-
vided against the infirmi t ies of popular government has been proving itse lf in a 
most r emarkn. bl G v1c.y.·. "(3} 
1.. Ha.turul and Const itutiorJ.a .. l Guarantees. Incli vidual wiHs to power 
ensure the p r eserva tion of natural independence. IndivlduaJ wills to perfec ti on 
ensure t h e trea::mring of the moral obj ect. 'l'his imp1i es a moral and re ligious 
int .rpreta. tion of human nc1.ture , r a ther than the biological only. ':.'h e natural 
obe,Henco to the i douJ s of n:mall f?l"li1ll1S win tend. to curb the authority of the 
l arge eroup. ·:;ritten Constitlltions gua.rantee mutllal rights; provide at onc<o for 
stability and change; conne ct v:ith the past gi ving historic continui t y ; check 
{1) American Cow~onwealth, Vol . 2 p. 449 
( 2) rJaine , Popular Government . P• 10 . 
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radicalism and revolution . 
2. Improvt~d I.1achinery of Government . B:ryce and !Jlaine both emphasize 
the importance of this desideratum, one hopefully , the other somewhat more skepti-
cally. "The heavier are the duties thro~m on the Ctate the greate r is the need f'or 
provi ding it v:i th the mos t efficient machinery through which the peopl e can exerci se 
their control."(ij '' Is the voic.: of the People the voice whi ch speaks through scruti n 
d~arrondissermmt or through scrutin de liste , by }'lebiscite or by tu:oul tuary assembl y? 
Is it a sound in which the not'3 struck by minorities is entirely sil ent? Is the 
people 'Nhich speaks the peopl e accordi ng" to ho1wehold suffrage , universal suffrage , 
women's suffrage, or i.!ll the TeopL to~ether in casuuJ voluntary me!C'ting?{?) 
Modern history has wi tno s sed the im1)rovement of the machinery of demo-
cratic government alonr, the fo1lcwine lines . 
Popular primaries and direct elections minimize the evils of the party 
sys t em. 
b . J.)roportional representation provides more ju~:;tly for minorities. 
c. Initiative, recall and referendum -
{1) Make representative r::ov'' rnment more democratic . 
( 2) But like an t oo1 s of popul a r government are often sub j ect to 
abuse. ~h•~ir usc must be c r-tre fully res t ricted t o those subjects on '\Vhich t he people 
ar"1 competent to pas s judgment . 
d. Self-government in indastry, though at present in experimental stages , prom-
ises to remove the danger to pol itical democracy threatened. b~7 economic tyranny . 
The objection still rei:Jains, however, that all politi cal machinery is 
dependent for its efficacy u~~, on the character and wi J 1 of the vott,rs who use it . 
·we are cons t~mtly in danger of fallinp, into tho error of the 1 eaders of the French 
Revolution , who "mistook the perniciou:; channels in which selfish propensitie s had 
(1} Bryce , Uodern Democracies. p. 14 
(2) liaine , 1 opular Govermnent . P• 185 
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been flo·wing for those propensities themselves, which were sure t o f ind new channe ls 
when the old had been destroyed.•Q) 
3. Eugenics and Buthenic s . 
a. I mpor tance of go od birth und environment. 
b. Social and industrial evil s a.re real danger s to democrs.c;1•• 
c. Insufficiency of these progra ms a s a remedy for the defec ts of 
democracy . 
(1) How much h eal th and intelligence cloes a ci tizen need? Should the 
effort b e tov;ard t h'3 !Jroduoti on of ge11iuses or the disseminati on of culture? "A 
peopl e through which good sens e and se lf-control are widel y diffused i s it s elf the 
best philosoph,r and the best legislator . " (!y 
" Stlch moral progress as hist or y records has been made chiefly in the way 
of raising the sentiment s anti stn.nclardn of the a v erage mn.n . ropular government Jives 
and prospers more by the sel !-restraint a good sense and goodwi ll of the bulk of t he 
nation than by the creative power of great intellects." &.1 
(2) Right moral choicec are the foundation of r ace cul ture . '' In regions 
whore fusion ru1~ c ome t o pass t ho composite rn:.·m of the remote future may prove to be 
as well fitted for sel f- go verrun:;m t as the more advanced races are today. •• But neith er 
race fusion, nor soci a l assimilation wi1J by themselves extin~~ish enmity or pro-
duce peace . " Ideal s govern race assimilation. All races ha ve been dr n.wn to America 
by i d eals of Jiber ty , fraternity , equality. ~lw fu t ure of this r~::.c ·1 assimilation i n 
American depends on the dissemination and loya lt;;" to these i deuls. 
( 1 ) Bryce, Hodern Democracies. :p. 55 . 
(2 ) Bryce , Modern Democraci es. P • 11. 
(3) Bryce , Modern Democracies. P • 669. 
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"Popular govornmen t wil 1 fJonri sh or decline a.ccord.i ng to the moral and 
intellectual progress of ~~nkind us a whole. Democracy i s based on the expecta tion 
of . c crtain virtues in the people~ t:.nd on i tn tendency to foster c..nd further develop 
th,-se virt ues. It assumes n ot merely in tel ligencc , but an intelligence e levated by 
h onor , purified by sympathy, stimulated by a sense of duty to the co:nrnuni ty. ·'(!) 
(3) :Democracy provide::; the conditions for good racial stock . 
(a) Biologically. Hereditary defects Y'hich follow ~!endclian lines 
are not J ikelJ t o appear often unless the far:1ilies ar e closely int r~rbred, as in a 
caste systc:n , or n stratified s o ci8 ty. DenocrCicy is a.s safe a remed y a~ainst the 
reappearance of these faults as controlled marriaf!es. This is the conclusion o f 
Prof s s or •_y. :<;. Cnstl~ in the volume IIeredi t:1 and ?.tlgenics . 
(b) Spiritually. DAmocracy provides the c onditions for training 
in right moral choices. It provides for the devalopm~nt of character. by participa-
tion in th·3 ideals and acti vi tics of a democracy. '2his V/US ~ri stotle' s view of the 
state - that it should :provide th·a fiel d for the development of the good life. 
4 . 3ducation. 
(a) Has defects. Hi3re n.ga h't , in the types o"' education r)roposed , 
and its V"dlues in a democ:·acy, two attitudes appear, that of the :pra ctic'~l ma.111 versus 
the i <lealist. 'L'he pract ical man suys our eyes shoulcl be open to the defect s of educa-
tion i n it" uttemnts to correct the evi l s of a democracy. 
(1) Slementary edacation i s in:mf:'ici ent. Bo th Bryce and Lecky emphasize 
this. Knowledge of the "three :i's" is insufficient to em1.ble a people to pass judg-
ment on the t~chnical problems of government . 
(2) Class Srlucation is subvl'!r.sive of democracy, Imperial or aristocrat ic 
state~; havA been noted for th!)ir. two- cls.ss school systems. 'Phe i :jeal of a democracy 
is that all s haJl attend the public schools until they have received the common 
elements of kno\dedge necessary for a u.."li ted and hor.1ogeneous citizenship . Tendencies 
( 1 ) Bryce , Modern De~orJra.cies . P• 666 
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in eci11cati onal administration looking towr~rd specialized vocat ional or indus tr ial 
schools mu:>t be vi ewed with suspicion unless a conscious effor t i s made to include 
the c ommon elmr..onts of democrb. t ic ci t i zcn shi p training i n all schoo l s . Bes i des the 
tendency t ovu.1rd a two-cluss s chool s y nt•'lm, a noth er dang er threatens democracy; that 
is , sectar i an or parochia l s choo ls. ~his is often l es:::; emphasized bu t lt is e ident 
t ho. t i f special inter,:.~ts , 'l.:hether e conor.Jic, politica l or religious , r e t o be 
all owed to operate t he ir own school systems without supervi s ion, s oo11er or l ate r the 
life o·r the s tate wi}l be t hreatcneJ.. Cormnon knowledge and c ommon interest s wil l 
have d.i sa y)pea r ed ; bu t upon t he s e thn larf"e gr oup deponds f or i ts lcyaltier; . The 
evil;; of sec tar ian educat ion have been CS!X1CiaJly !.."larked in r.;ngl and. Le c1cy notes 
this -
" Se ctarian j ealousies and animosities , in more t han one country , add 
Jarge ly to the cost of education -by an unnecessary multiplication of s chools, or by 
establ i :'lhing; a ruin0•1:3 c ompetition bet,1. een State schools and vo} u ntary s chools or be-
tween scho ols su·.;ported by vari ou s !'ol i gi ous denomi nati ons. .At the s a me t ime the 
standard o ~ p opula:t and fr ee , o r i n other v10rds , State- paid educat ion, seems steadily 
ris ing. " (]) 
{ 7'} I nstrumentaJ i sm vers11s Ideali :>m i n 3ducati on . Ins t rurr.enta.J i sm i s 
inc] ined to e:<,phasize biol og y as th<} source of inspi·ration for educators; point s to 
intP.re sts a :; the basi s of va lues, char cter a s th e swr.. of habits ; and t c s ociety as 
the source of standard~; for ail u~t a school ought to teach and be . I dealism 
searche s philosophy for guidanc e in •:1dncation ; b e] l ove s val ue s a re ba sed on ideals ; 
emphasize s d i sc i pline , and eschews soft pedag ogy; and seeks its standards in an ob-
jective reality above Bociety. ':'here u re Vttlues and defect s in both these point s 
of vie\v . ~"e need protection fr(.P.l c111 btlstract as we1} as fron1 an int erested i deal in 
edacntion . W J: highe r syn thesis wot1l d con:-;erve the vaJae<> a nd reject the defects 
( l ) Le aky • Democracy and J,i bnrty . 
(21 Ho ck i ng , HumGI.n NaturG und i t s Remaking . 
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of both. If an:y book deserves to be come t he Bible of ;uner icun education i t is 
Hocking • s Human Nature and its 3mnak ing. 
(4 ) '2echni ca.l education i s no g arantee of morality. Knov:ledge , " i s 
an iF.r.Qlement which c'--n be used for d thor pood or evil . Knowl edge is one onJ. y among 
thE'! thingr.:. vhich go to the making of a f~ood ci ti:Ln. FubJic spiri t and honesty are 
even more useful." ~ 
va l tles. 
b . If ·e;ducation i s to ser as a remedy for the ijJ s of democracy -
( 1) I t must be social. ~he social sc iences must be rrade the 
hvart of tho curriculum. Knowledge a s weD as t he habit of using poli t i-
cal instr-un ent s , since every mechani sm develops its ovvn drive , will tend 
t o produce an interested and c ompetent citizenship . :Sr'iucation must gi ve 
two things : Jove of th e i d eals of democracy; skill in the technique of 
democratic eovernoent . 
(.:::.) It must be moral . Ethic a i s the heart of t h e s ocial 
sc i ences . " One who does n ot IJer fo rm hi ~-; dut ie s does not reaJly attend 
on a t utor ." G) ;-iducation must give not only habi ts and sldl l s , such a s 
salutin.g the fl a g and rinc.i nr fire - alarm boxes ; but it mu st a lso i nsti11 
patr i otic at ti tude s , a pprec i at i ons , emot ion::; and i deals. Morality 
requires mor A than a rcspon::;e t o a 3oci a l stimulus , a11d p a rt icipat ion in 
socia l a ctivities ; participation in and re sponse to ideals is a l so neces s-
ary. Knowl edge of te chnique munt be go verned by a moral pur-pose . 
( ~~ ) I t must be l-:Jado universal. Thi s dennnds an extens ion 
of the cornpuL;or:'J school age ; a nd a national s y stem of education. 
5 . Rel i gi on . Here also there are defect s as we1l as i ndispensible 
(1) Bryce , l!odern Democrac ies. P • 88 
( 2) sac red Books of the East P• 122 
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a. Dangers of autocracy in reJieion. 
(1) The attitude toward reJ igion i n the J:t'rench and Russian Revolu-
tions wu:; clue to this def~ct. It is en ax i ol!l of pol itica l hi story thtl.t the force of 
a rt":vol t frcm any atltocr acy i r~ in direct proportion t o the tyranny exercised. 
(2) I'art i es and machinn politi c s i n religion. The government of 
rel i gious br·dies has not be~n without the defect s c ommon in poli ti c£~1 organi zation. 
The source of the party system has been traced by some to t ho !Jractices of early 
government of religious organizat ions. There is an undoubted parallelism. "The 
p rti cular mechanisrr. whi ch he ( the Wi repuller ) const~ucts is no doub t of m:.1ch im-
por t a nce. The forr.l of thi s party mochanisra nas a close resembl ance to the system 
of the ''l'eslcyan Uethodist s; one system cxi s ts for the puq?ose of keepin,'<' the spi rit 
of Grace a- flame , the ofher for rna. intainin.r_~ the spi rit of party at a Vlhi te h eat. •tQ:f 
(::} Danger of autocracy ill reJ.igious education . Th e CHt ech 9tica l 
system adapted by sectc;.r ian propogur~dists for im.pnrtiw :rel i giolls doctrine s has often 
been subj ect M thi s criticism. It is a part of the whol e quest ion of freedom and 
discipline i n education . The child has a rir.sht to the tested concJur;ions of the 
race; but th'5 iclcaJ object of co mL'ion devotion in a democracy mu:;t nevEr be fo r ced. 
"There is n moral duty i n reagrd to poli ti cal obligo.tions , but there can be no 
obJ i ga tion in regard to moral dutie s . .. ® 
b . The historic connection of RE:Jigion with Freedom. 
Br yce enwnera tes the idea] s of religion '.Vhich have stimulated the develop-
ment of democra cy. 
(a} The infinite va}'.lr> of the human soul. 
(b J The brotherhood of man . 
( 1) 11o.ine , Popular Gover~ent . P• 31 
(2) Crr.ien. r ol. Obligation. 
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':'he sa nee paint i s er.1phas i zed by t1ai ne -
" Our peri oda of what woal d now b e called legislative reforming activity 
have boen cmmecte ~1 wl tl: moments no t of vi olen t politica l but of viol ent r eJ i g ious 
er:1otion - '"i. th the outbreak of f oe lin[\' at t lv; Re formation, vvi th the dominion of 
Cromwel l and the Independents ( t he true precur~;or s of the mod.el'n Irreconcilea.b1es} 
o.nd v1i th t h e: reviva l of' dread and O.i sJ i1cn of the noma.n Catholic Church during the 
r eign of J a!:'!P.S II. " (ly-
(1) Defiance of the Rom!m state. Though Christit?.nity was not a. :politi-
cal doct r ine it soon l ed to :political con sequences . ':'he serious dele··,..ll!li-J. of the 
Chris tian citizen in the Roman Snroi r(~ l nd August ine to wri te the f a mous Civi tate Dei . 
(2) Fools of Dcmocrt:.cy i n the 1-Hddle Age . 
{al !.fonas tic Brotherhoods . 
(b) Religious ;:'riters . 
Harsilius of Fadva (referren to by Bryce) in his Defens or I'acis (1327) 
says tha t p ov.:er iss ues from the people . 
,Toh r.. of Laudau (Uid.d.l o o f 14th Century) quote d t he ll5 th rsa1m verse 16 : 
" 'I'he heaven L ' t h e Lord's but tho enr'.;h is e;i ven · t .o the children of men" . Com.ment ing, 
h e says- "As the Church i s i n no w:;:..y identi cal Viith the hierarch y but is c oextensive 
wi th all the Christi a n people, all t h e authgrHy o f the Church be longs to the v.'hole 
body of Christ ians. " 
Wi 1 i run of Occam, ono o:~ the: Enc l i sh scho1acti cs , sai. tha t general 
c ounci l s were not infallibl e , but were U!'le f u l a s a. c ourt of appeal fr om the Pope. 
"Lay peopl e . t hose in authorit y be;yond. &.J.1 oth,'li'S , are bound a s rn:presontati ves of 
ChrL>tian subj ec ts , to protect thA f <.:. ith when t h o church organiza t ion fails t o do s o. 
Membership in t ho chu!'ch and nothilw e lse, aJ one c onf err; tht~ r i ght to spoak in its 
name . •W 
( 1) I~a i ne • Popular Governmo:m t . p . 135 
( 2) See w. 1. Bevan, Gospe1 and Go vernmen t P• 185 
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(3 l The Reformation . ':'wo correJative principl e s bro11>;ht out in the 
Reformati on c ontra.versies of the 16th contlu~y ~ve impetus t o the d. eJ~Jocra.tic move-
me nt; namel y , thn pri estho od of a}l b elievers a nd t he ri [:'ht o f 1or iva.te judtmimt. 
"Without the stimulous which the eccles iastical struggl es of the ] 6 th 
c rmtury gave to the sense of incl ivid.ual i nd<3pend.ence in the northern hal f c f r.;urope, 
this stagnat ion of politi cal J.ife mi 07ht haV·J lastc•" longer than it rJid.·~ 
Sinco t h e Reforrn::1. tion, th~ 3lJread b-!! its pl"inciples have infJuenced hi s-
tory in r.llmy na ti ons . Kno:x Ctlrri A\1. the G r~nevan s(Ji r i t of Scotl a ncl. The Covenanters 
a nrl Independent s wer e t he agrmcie s of this sp!r_i t i n A:>tabli shi ng 'Nhat~ver progr'9ss 
came with ':'he Commonwealth. The I'urita.n controversy with HookeJ· is an eYidence of 
this spriti levening Chur ch government. Locke was not uninfluenced by the Puritans.~ 
Rousseau be came f amiliar wi t h t his tradit ion through Locke ::;.nd his own contact with 
Gen evan infl;.lences. Pi l grims , Huguenots, r,raldens ians, Scotch Presby terians brought 
the messag e to America. :i.~u.ny early Ancrican l ead.or s, notably ;.Iudison, were infl u-
enced by tho s cottish School o f :rhilosophy a nd Politics us taught a t Frincc ton. Maine 
says, "'!'here is a. str i !dng rese~1blancn between the~ pt1riod of politica l reform in 
t h e 19 th cP.ntary and the period of .rcligiouf; l'(! i' OJ•m i n the Sixtnenth. ··~ 
c. :Religion n.nd the ?u ture of Democracy. 
(ll It i s a cormnonplace that t he derwcratic state i s bf!se d en the 
morality :J.nd vir tue of it s ci ti zans. '.:.'he Sovere ign, suitl Rousseau. mus t have some 
contact \:i th t h e divine . I f the pubJi c are to n e t a.s sovere i gn they must know how 
to i nterpret their dt'ls i r e s in the hig-hest ter ms . "Thi s is why a c c; Jebr ated author 
.-nve vitue u.s the princ il]le of a re!)nbJic, f or a JJ these concllt ·ons canno.t ,.exist 
( 1 1 Bryce. ~!todern Democracies. Tlo 659 
- Jr J:_ · --~~ 
( 2) He was f amiliar wi th the Jiu~notq'~/ y~ T-
~~~-~ f(,'ff .(<f'~ .~ t9:z..y 
(3 ) !.~~J..i ne . Popular Government. P • 129 
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without virtue .•Q) 
Green, i n d i scu::;dn."" t he " Ri £Sht of the Sta.te to Promote Fforality" , in 
his Frincip l es of Politi cal Obligation says - "The stat!'l has no ri ght to punish 
for c rimP. unles s it gi vee it s citizens a moral education. Are modern states not 
allo·wing their osLnsibl e me mbers to grO\v up under concH tions v:h i ch rend er t he 
devr; l opmcnt o f socia) ca:::>o.city p~acticaJly imyJossible'?" (Sec. 207} 
'( 2 ) ll.!orali ty is based U]iOll R~) i gion. The ·key to motali ty is the guaran-
te e of mol"ali ty. Th•:~ eastern mind is more cognizant of this truth t han the pr actical 
west Grne r . 
" One who does not obtain bJiss does not p erform duties . The Infini te 
is :Bliss . "tl 
Bryce sets forth the l"elation of religion to rnol"ali t y and political 
fr eedom, -
"The ques tion of the p c;rrm.nence of Democrac y resolves i tself into the 
question U i1 t o ;hether rnaddnd rs• r,rm ·ing in widsom and vi !"tue, and ;d th that comes 
the q120stion of what reJigion Ylill b11 in th'1 future , s incA it has b een the mo tive 
power behind morality." 
"I f the spiritual oxygen which has kept a live the attachment to Iiberty 
and self- gov'3rnment in the mind~ of th0 people , ber:ome s exhausted, ViiJ.l not the 
flame burn low and perhaps :f1 icker out?•'@) 
(3 ) The great est danger t o dGmocracy is t he ·socialization of religion, 
the t e nd.ency to lose sirrht of the icleal Object of comr:~on r eB'arcl. s ·.J.ch an ideal 
Obj ect is necessary both for dcmoc~acy nnd f or rel i gion. ',Jithout i t democracy b ecomes 
·~" 
" Stalil+bJ L"e'' ~ 
( l l Bk . II I • Ch. 4 . 
(2) sacred Books of the ~~st p. 122 
( 3 ) Br:JCI;l , :.::.oder n Democr ci cs. Tp . 665- 66 
(4 1 Hoc1dng, :1or a J c and it :3 "Snemies. Chap, 9 . 
71. 
"~here is not the sJ.i g·htest evidencG t hat the '.'iiJl of God is deducible from 
the will of s ociety as an independent fact. 'I'here could be no social good 11nless 
there is s mething more tba.n social good as a primary object of pursuit . social good 
defined apart from re J i g ion is n0t self-snfficient •" 0} 
"Al 1 so cial ::.cti vi tiE:s rr£.ko '13fl of u k ind of co.ni tal ''hose sou rce } i ·~ s out-
side thn~seJvgs. ~h - only obcdiencP that can serve any 3tate veJl is thG obedience 
of mon wh o o..re sGr·.rants of a C:reo.t eJ~." 
"':'he ind.i vidual who finclJ and t··orships God stands at the s()ul"C 'J of the 
c mrzn;:mity a.nd its welfare. It is to the ·'iod- f'earin~; individual and no other that the 
state must defer . " 
"Democrac;r wi ~hout religion i s nGi the.:r- a true nor a secu.re principle of 
soci a l str11cture .·(g) 
"Ubi spiri t us D01:1ini, i bi Li ~·3rtas • 1~ 
( 4) ;1e1if?'ion and Crefo.t i vity . R~;;li gion is the sou.:-ce o f n e v, life in the 
individur:.J and the State . I t ~t.~.lces its h opes u~ ·.on the worth of thr:: whol e rnn and 
his deve :opme nt . Art u.nd po1itics owe Tlr ogres s in their c1:·~ft to tr.rt e ement of 
hurr.c:m lif0 v.rhich brings men into contact with the sou.t-ce of the Go od, the True , and 
the B'3atltifuJ.. 8hangc, pro:;res :3, crenti vi ty comes f.t-or~ seeing one • s situation in 
t c rmn of the r,hole-Idea which [;'O Verns it. ~his l~~.t"fer rr.ystic Yi sion i 3 open to eve ry 
rnc.n . The vision of the ',~.~nole , whcth0r of a Nation, th'J ',~,·orld , or God , is a !:.i:n1:.l e.r 
e xp•lr i enc e than the grasp of details. Larrr:: affairs <lop nd unon simT;l e pr inciples 
which cc::.n b (3 a ppl i e cl by 0very .!!1<'1n becau se of his possible view o f th~ :·;hole. In 
Bl?plying these princip l es he becomes cJ•cative of th.e new life towards which the wiJ l 
to :!:> Ower, the vi s i on c::f the Ideal, the urge to :r;erfoction , o.rives each individ· al . 
( 5 ) Th Citizen as a Fronhet , ':'!trough t h e experi.~nce of reli g i on each 
cit i zen b oc omcls c onecious th:1t he ma;J p lace hi::; v;iJl in harrr:ony with t :w v1il1 of' the 
( 1} 
(2} 
(3) 
n oc1dng, Hur~nn l!a t ur e and its • ema.Jdng. 
Hod: ing. HUil'lt>.n !JG..Llrc and its ?.e wa1dnP,". 
Br yce , Uodcrn Democ:.-aci e s. P· 6G 
pp. 27 1:: -9 
:PP • ::'30- 3::.: 
72. 
uni verne. Svery u.cti vi ty is governed !nore or ht sf{ by u control:! i ng i dea , Ideas urge 
toward thut propogution, towards fuJfi11mHn t . ';'he sense which rel i g ion gives that one's 
ideas have a ~.miversal quali ty i s the source of t h eir impelling- pov.'er. -:fence religion 
1ceeps the spirit of leadership alive in every thinking individual. It encourages and 
g-ives validity and scope to the pwwer of !lecommendership which rna.~' be exercised by every 
person. ':.'he sense of coor;eration with the divine in acts of wi1J, es1)eciaJl y acts of 
will ir. building a State, gi ves every vot e a propheti c mean i ng . Every citizen has a 
prophetic resp onsibility. ':.'he rel igious mind views citizenship as coope rat ion wi t h 
God, in buildinB the Commonwealth of God. 
Thus, not even f or practiaal purposes nny we leave out of account that idea] 
City, wh ich both religion a nd phiJ ospphy regard as a necessary i deal for the ·stabiJ i ty 
and I>e rpe tui t y of democracy. 
,..-~/ 
I 
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